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HILLSBOROUGH, SS.

SOUTHERN DISTRICT

SUPERIOR COURT

Docket No.

LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE,
DOUGLAS MARINO,

GARRETT MUSCATEL, and
ADRIANA LOPERA

WILLIAM M. GARDNER,
in his offrcial capacity as the New Hampshire Secretary of State; and

GORDON MACDONALD,
in his offrcial capacity as the New Hampshire Attorney General

COMPLAINT DECLARATORY AND IN RELIEF

Plaintiffs, League of Women Voters of New Hampshire, Douglas Marino, Garrett

Muscatel, and Adriana Lopera, by and through counsel, Paul Twomey, Esq., Mclane Middleton,

Professional Association, and Perkins Coie LLP, bring this Complaint for a declaratory judgment

and preliminary and permanent injunction and state as follows:

INTRODUCTION

1. Historically, New Hampshire has had high voter turnout and virtually no voter

fraud. Nevertheless, the New Hampshire legislature (the "General Court") restricted access to the

franchise under the guise of preventing voter fraud by enacting Senate Bill 3 (2017) ("SB 3"),

which was signed into law by Governor Christopher Sununu on July 10, 2017. The enacted

version of SB 3 is attached as Exhibit A.

2. SB 3 imposes several brand new, highly confusing, unnecessary, and intimidating

hurdles to voting. It will not only burden and, in some cases, disenfranchise eligible, lawful New



Hampshire citizens, but will expose countless innocent voters to criminal and civil liability, not

for casting a ballot that they were ineligible to cast or for otherwise committing "voter fraud" as

that term is typically understood, but simply for failing to understand or comply with confusing

and burdensome paperwork requirements. Whether considered under the New Hampshire or

United States Constitutions, SB 3 should be enjoined and declared unlawful.

3. Among other things, SB 3 now requires all people seeking to register to vote to

present documentary evidence of "a verifiable act or acts carrying out" their intent to be

domiciled in New Hampshire. This ill-defined mandate means that potential voters who are

otherwise eligible to vote based on age, citizenship, and domiciliary intent, must produce

additional paperwork to "prove" that they do in fact intend to be domiciled where they register.

4. Those who seek to register more than 30 days before Election Day who are unable

to present such documentation, or for whom producing such documentation is unduly

burdensome, will be denied their right to register. This is true even if these potential voters are

legitimately domiciled in their town or ward and wholly qualified to vote.

5. Those who attempt to register within 30 days of or on Election Day and are

unable to present such documentation must complete different, lengthy registration forms that

outline a deeply complicated domicile verification procedure. Despite the incomprehensibility of

the forms, registrants must affirm, under penalties for voting fraud, that they understand the

forms and are qualified to vote. They will be allowed to vote without presenting documentation,

but they will face a double-edged sword. They must either swear they will present the required

documentation shortly after Election Day (and be subject to hefty criminal and civil penalties if

they do not) or swear they are not aware of the existence of any suitable documentary evidence

(and expressly acknowledge that investigations to verify their domicile will result). They must
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elect one of these verification methods, even if they are perfectly qualified to vote. If they do not

elect one of these methods-neither of which is justified by the General Court's purported

interest in combatting non-existent fraud-they will not be permitted to vote.

6. The burdens fall disproportionately on New Hampshire's young, low-income, and

minority groups and those who have recently moved within or into the state-all of whom are

most likely to register close to or on Election Day-resulting in the arbitrary and differential

treatment of similarly situated New Hampshire citizens. Indeed, the legislative history shows that

SB 3 was passed with the purpose of suppressing the vote of young people-specifically, college

students, who are more likely than others to have difficulty producing the requisite

documentation in the time frames required, and thus will be most seriously harmed by the law.

7. The confusing and cumbersome procedures that SB 3 now mandates will not just

deter qualified potential voters from voting, but will also make it difficult for election officials to

efficiently and timely register voters, further contributing to already long lines at polling places,

which will make the burdens on those who seek to register using same day registration more

severe. Those who are already registered but are simply attempting to vote will be similarly

burdened by slow-moving lines.

8. To protect themselves and thousands like them and/or their members and

constituents from the denial or abridgment of their right to vote, Plaintiffs seek equitable relief

pursuant to the New Hampshire and U.S. Constitutions, including a declaratory judgment that SB

3 is unconstitutional.

PLAINTIFFS

9. Plaintiff LEAGUE OF WOMEN VOTERS OF NEW HAMPSHIRE (LWVNH) is

a nonpartisan community-based political organization, with its principal place of business at 4
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Park Street, Room 200, Concord, New Hampshire. LW\/NH is dedicated to encouraging

informed and active participation of citizens in government. To achieve its mission, LWVNH

presents unbiased nonpartisan information about elections, the voting process, and relevant

public policy issues in clear and simple language to New Hampshire citizens. LW'trNH

encourages its members and the people of New Hampshire to exercise their right to vote as

protected by the U.S. and New Hampshire Constitutions. LW\/NH also engages in policy

advocacy to protect the public interest, actively researching public policies, publishing position

papers and studies, and testifying about the impact of policies before the General Court.

LW\/NH testified in opposition to SB 3. Currently, LWVNH has five local leagues, including a

unit in the Greater Nashua Area with 40 members, and approximately 230 mernbers statewide,

each of whom, on information and belief, is a registered New Hampshire voter. L\MVNH is

affiliated with the League of Women Voters of the United States. LW\-/NH began as an

organization focused on the needs of women and the training of women voters and has evolved

into an organization concerned with educating, advocating for, and empowering all New

Hampshire citizens. LW\INH is engaged in numerous voter education activities across New

Hampshire, including distribution of thousands of flyers and brochures--{esigned and created by

Lw'\rNH-explaining the 2012 voter ID requirements and New Hampshire's voter registration

procedures. These publications are directed to both voters and local elections clerks to help

voters understand these requirements and procedures and protect against their implementation in

ways that could seriously burden the right to vote. Unless SB 3 is declared unlawful and

enjoined, LW\INH will have to launch a new voter education campaign specifically focused on

educating voters as well as clerks in New Hampshire municipalities about SB 3 and New

Hampshire's new domicile requirements. Further, as part of LWVNH's voter education efforts,
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LW\INH works to simplify complex election laws for voters, making it easier for them to

understand and navigate the voting process. In 2012, that included presentations to disability

tights groups, seniors in assisted living, and community groups so that those who had no driver's

licenses understood the options for voter identification available to them. Given the complexity

of SB 3, however, LW\/NH will have to undertake a substantial effort to "translate" the law for

the voting public and is deeply concerned that it will not be able to do so successfully. In

addition, LWVNH's local leagues are engaged in numerous activities, including hosting town

hall meetings and open discussions on issues of importance to the community. Individual league

members invest substantial time and effort in voter training and civic engagement activities,

including encouraging voter registration and get-out-the-vote ("GOTV") efforts generally, as

well as specific voter education efforts aimed at student voters at the University of New

Hampshire and, in the past, arranging for voter registration days at Dartmouth College. Given the

particular impact of SB 3 on young voters, LW\rNH anticipates that it will have to increase the

extent of voter education activities it performs on college campuses in advance of the 2018

midterm elections. LW\/NH also devotes substantial time and effort to ensuring that govemment

at every level works as effectively and fairly as possible. This work involves continual attention

to and advocacy conceming issues of transparency, a strong and diverse judiciary, and

appropriate government oversight. In particular, LV/\INH devotes a substantial effort to

educating the public about the incarceration of women and their transitions back to the general

population, publishing a number of studies on the issue and also giving community

presentations. LV/VNH is also concerned about the impact that SB 3 will have on women and

men transitioning from prison to public life as many of these individuals will not have permanent

or long-term housing as they transition and thus will have particular diff,rculties producing
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satisfactory evidence of domicile. LV/VNH anticipates that it will have to engage in additional

education efforts directed at this constituency for this reason.

10. Plaintiff DOUGLAS MARINO is 2l years old and a senior at the University of

New Hampshire in Durham, New Hampshire. He is domiciled and resides with his family at 49

Vineyard b.ilr", Stratham, New Hampshire. Prior to his freshman year, Marino was domiciled

and lived with his family in Newfields, New Hampshire. During his freshman and sophomore

years, Marino was domiciled in Durham, living in two different dorms, and during his junior

year, he became domiciled in Stratham and commuted to Durham. Marino has registered to vote

in New Hampshire three times: (1) when he was 18 and in high school, he registered where he

lived with his family in Newfields; (2) when he went to college and lived in a dorm, he

registered in Durham; and (3) when he was 21, after he had moved to Stratham to live with his

family, he registered in Stratham. Marino changed his voter registration to Stratham because he

is domiciled there. When registering to vote, Marino presented either his driver's license or

school identification card (which does not contain his address). Marino will likely move again

within New Hampshire after he graduates from college in the Spring of 2018, but SB 3 will

burden his ability to re-register to vote in the future. To the extent he has to re-register, it will be

difficult for him to obtain the documentation required by SB 3. For example, he does not own a

vehicle, nor does he know of receiving any government check, benefit statement, or tax

document with his address on it. His name does not appear on the utility bills or the deed to his

parents' home, and he does not have a rental agreement to live there. Marino has been actively

involved in educating other students about voting in New Hampshire and engaging in GOTV

efforts, and he plans to continue these activities in the future. Marino is concerned that SB 3 will

make registering to vote more difficult for students in New Hampshire and will result in fewer
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students voting. He is especially concemed that the SB 3 requirement to present documentary

evidence after Election Day will be very difficult for University of New Hampshire students

because they sfudy for exams in November and generally travel to be with their families for

Thanksgiving. SB 3 will burden Marino's ability to engage in effective voter education and

GOTV efforts because his resources for doing so will be diverted to activities related to

explaining the confusing registration requirements under the law.

11. Plaintiff GARRETT MUSCATEL is 19 years old, domiciled in Hanover, New

Hampshire, where he is a sophomore student at Dartmouth College. He currently temporarily

resides at 863 West Stafford Road, Thousand Oaks, California. In September, he will move into

a dorm on campus at Dartmouth. He intends to continue his education at Dartmouth until June

2020, his anticipated date of graduation, and he intends to remain domiciled in Hanover at least

until he graduates from Dartmouth. During his freshmanyear, Muscatel lived in a different dorm

on campus, and prior to his freshman year, Muscatel lived with his family in Thousand Oaks,

California. Muscatel has registered to vote two times: (1) at 18 years old, he registered in

Thousand Oaks, California, when he was in high school; and (2) in October 2016, he registered

to vote in Hanover because he spends the majority of his time there and believes that the actions

of the New Hampshire government affect him more than the California government. When he

registered to vote in New Hampshire, Muscatel presented his California driver's license and his

student identification card (which does not contain his address), in addition to signing an

affidavit. Muscatel will move again after his sophomore year, because he cannot continue

residing in his sophomore dormitory after the conclusion of the academic year. To the extent he

has to re-register to vote in New Hampshire, SB 3 will burden his ability to re-register because it

will be difficult for him to obtain the documentation required by SB 3. For example, he does not
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have a New Hampshire driver's license. He does not own a vehicle. Having lived in the dorms,

he has never paid a water, electricity, gas, or other public utility bill. He does not know of any

govenìment check, benefit statement, or tax document with his New Hampshire address. He does

not receive mail at his dormitory address, as his mail is sent to a box at the campus mailing

center. He does not currently know how long the process would take for obtaining

documentation from Dartmouth College to prove his domicile. Muscatel is concerned that the

requirement under SB 3 to present documentation after Election Day will be particularly diffrcult

for Dartmouth College students because exams occur in November, and the term ends before

Thanksgiving, at which point students generally travel to be with their families for the holidays.

Muscatel has engaged in voter education efforts with students and GOTV activities, and he plans

on continuing these activities in the future. He is concerned that SB 3 is difficult to understand

and will reduce student voter registration and turnout and will burden his ability to engage in

effective voter education and GOTV efforts because his resources for doing so will be diverted

to activities related to explaining the confusing registration requirements under SB 3.

12. Plaintiff ADRIANA LOPERA is 29 years old and currently resides in Medford,

Massachusetts. Lopera is looking forward to moving to 137 Chestnut St, Nashua, New

Hampshire on August 26, 2017. Lopera intends to be domiciled at her new address in New

Hampshire and is hoping to register to vote there. Once she resides in Nashua, Lopera will

continue to commute up to two hours each way to her job at the Betsy Lehman Center for Patient

Safety in Boston, Massachusetts. Lopera has previously registered to vote twice. First, in her

home state of Rhode Island, and then in Massachusetts. Both times she registered through the

Division of Motor Vehicles (DMV) and, as a result, is not familiar with how to register to vote in

New Hampshire, which does not provide for voter registration at the DMV. Voter registration in
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Nashua is only available during business hours on week days. Because her long commute keeps

her out of New Hampshire during business hours, Lopera may have to take time off of work in

order to register to vote in person. Lopera is confused by the requirements of SB 3 and is not

certain what documentation she will need to provide to prove her domicile in order to register to

vote. The lease on her apartment in Nashua only lasts one year. Even if she is able to register at

her new address in Nashua, if she moves to a different ward or town once her lease is over she

will have to re-register to vote and will again be subject to the requirements of SB 3.

DEFENDANTS

13. Defendant WILLIAM M. GARDNER is the New Hampshire Secretary of State

(the "secretary") and is named as a Defendant in his official capacity. He is the chief elections

officer in charge of administering New Hampshire's election laws. RSA 652:23. This includes,

but is not limited to, responsibility for publishing the elections manual and procedures for

conducting elections, RSA 652:22, and for prescribing the voter registration form, RSA 654:7.

The Secretary, personally and through the conduct of his employees and agents, acted under

color of state law at all times relevant to this action.

14. Defendant GORDON MACDONALD is the New Hampshire Attorney General

and is named as a Defendant in his official capacity. He is authorized to impose and institute

civil actions to collect civil penalties on individuals found liable for wrongful voting. RSA

659:34. He is also responsible for approving the elections manual and procedures for conducting

elections. RSA 652:22. Attorney General MacDonald, personally and through the conduct of his

employees and agents, acted under color of state law at all times relevant to this action.

JURISDICTION & VENUE

15. This Court has jurìsdiction as the court of general jurisdiction in New Hampshire,
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RSA 491 :7, andthis Court has jurisdiction to grant declaratory relief, RSA 491:22.

16. This Court has personal jurisdiction over Defendants, both of whom are sued in

their official capacities and are elected or appointed officials in New Hampshire, and both of

whom work and reside in the State of New Hampshire. RSA 510:2.

17. Venue is proper in this judicial district. Plaintiff LV/VNH provides voter

education in Hillsborough County, and its Greater Nashua unit has 40 members and a co-chair

who reside in Nashua. The violations complained of have harmed and will, if unchecked,

continue to harm the rights of those members domiciled in this district. Additionally, Plaintiff

Adriana Lopera will reside in Nashua as of Augusf 26,2017. RSA 507:9.

ST OF'F'ACTS

18. The New Hampshire Constitution guarantees that "[a]ll elections are to be free,

and every inhabitant of the state of 18 years of age and upwards shall have an equal right to vote

in any election." N.H. Const. Pt. 1, Art. I 1. "Every person shall be considered an inhabitant for

the purposes of voting in the town, ward, or unincorporated place where he has his domicile,"

and "fv]oting registration and polling places shall be easily accessible to all persons." Id. Thus,

New Hampshire citizens who are 18 years or older have a constitutional right to vote where they

are domiciled.Id.

19. Since the election laws were first codified in 1979, the General Court has

implemented the domicile qualification in three ways. First, it has proffered a statutory definition

of domicile, which is codified in RSA 654:l (Voter; Offrceholder) and 654:2 (Temporary

Absence). Second, it has set forth procedures to determine whether a potential voter meets the

domicile qualification and may register to vote. These procedures are codified in RSA 654:7

(Voter Registration, Voter Registration Form) and RSA 654:12 (Determining Qualifications of
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Applicant). Third, it has defined the actions that constitute voter fraud and the penalties that a

person is subjected to for committing voter fraud, which are codified in RSA 659:34 (Wrongful

Voting; Penalties for Voter Fraud).

20. With SB 3, the General Court has changed the definition of domicile, placed

additional procedural requirements on registrants to prove their domicile, and increased penalties

for failing to meet those requirements. How these changes alter the laws that were in effect

before the enactment of SB 3 is critical to understanding its burdensome impacts.

Overview of Voter Registration Laws in New Hampshire Before SB 3

21. RSA 654:l defines domicile as oothat one place where a person, more than any

other place, has established a physical presence and manifests an intent to maintain a single

continuous presence for domestic, social, and civil purposes relevant to participating in

democratic self-government." While "a person has the right to change domicile at any time, . . . a

mere intention to change domicile in the future does not, of itself, terminate an established

domicile before the person actually moves." RSA 654:1, I. Also, "[a] student of any institution of

learning may lawfully claim domicile for voting purposes in the New Hampshire town or city in

which he or she lives while attending such institution of learning if such student's claim of

domicile otherwise meets the requirements [above]." RSA 654:l,I-a.

22. RSA 654:2 states that "[d]omicile for purposes of voting is a question of fact and

inlention." Further, "[a] domicile for voting purposes . . . shall not be intemrpted or lost by a

temporary absence therefrom with the intention of returning thereto as his or her domicile," and

domicile, "once existing, continues to exist until another such domicile is gained." Id.

23. New Hampshire is the only state in the entire country that requires in-person

registration for most registrants. New Hampshire does not allow for registration by mail, except
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under the limited circumstances where an individual cannot register in person because of a

disability, temporary absence, or military service.l SB 3 does not change the requirements for

proving domicile for any of these registrants.

24. Otherwise, all qualified citizens must register: (1) in person at their local clerk's

office during normal business hours, RSA 654:8; (2) in person with the Supervisors of the

Checklist (the "supervisors")2 at a special session for correction of the voter checklist, which

takes place six to thirteen days before Election Day, RSA 654:ll, 654:27; or (3) in person at

their polling place on Election Day (i.e., same day registration), RSA 654:.7-a.If voters move to

a new town or ward, they must also re-register in person.

25. All registrants are required to filI out a voter registration form3 and provide

reasonable documentation of identity, citizenship, and age. RSA 654:7 and 654:12, I(a), (b). If

they do not have acceptable documentation in their possession when registering, they can attest

to their identity, citizenship, and age, under the penalties for voting fraud, by filling out a

"Qualified Voter Affidavit" (if they are registering before Election Day) or executing a ooswom

statement" on the voter registration form (if they are registering on Election Day). Id.

26. Before the enactment of SB 3, all registrants were also required to provide

reasonable documentation of domicile. RSA 654:12, I(c). This included any documentation

"which indicates that the applicant has a domicile and intends to maintain a domicile" in New

t Individuals who are unable to register to vote in person due to a disability or temporary absence may register using

an "Absentee Registration Affidavit" by which they submit documentation and attest to both their qualifications to

vote and thei¡ domicile. RSA 654:16,654:17 .Individuals unable to register to vote in person due to military service

may apply to register using the federal offrcial post card prescribed under federal law. RSA 654:20.

'The S.rpervisors manage New Hampshire's voter registration process. RSA 652:15. They are three individuals
elected to serve a 6-year term in each New Hampshire town or ward. RSA 4l:46-a. They manage all decisions on
voter qualifications and additions to the voter "checklist." RSA 654:1 1.
3 The voter registration forms for voters registering to vote prior to Election Day and those registering on Election
Day were virnrally identical before the enactment of SB 3. The only differençe was that the Election Day form
permitted applicants to complete a sworn statement, initialing next to boxes indicating that the form was executed

for the purpose of proving identify, citizenship, age, and domicile. RSA 654:7, IV. This allowed Election Day
registrants to avoid having to fill out a separate Qualified Voter Affidavit and a separate Domicile Affidavit
(discussed infra), expediting the process on Election Day.
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Hampshire. Id. Certain forms of documentation bearing the registrant's address-including a

New Hampshire driver's license, resident vehicle registration, or federal photo lD-were

presumptive evidence of domicile. RSA 654:l2,Il(a).

27. Critically, however, and as with the other voter qualifications discussed in

paragraph 25 above, if registrants did not have acceptable documentation of domicile when

registering to vote, they could attest to their domicile under the penalties for voting fraud by

filling out a "Domicile Affidavit" or a sworn statement on the voter registration form. RSA

654:12,I(c). SB 3 eliminates the option of filling out a Domicile Affidavit or swom statement.a

28. RSA 659:34 set forth the acts that constituted "wrongful voting" prior to SB 3's

passage, and the penalties for the same. A person was subject to a civil penalty up to $5,000 if

they: (1) purposely or knowingly made a false material statement regarding their qualifications to

vote when voting, registering to vote, or submitting registration forms or affidavits; (2) voted

more than once for any office or measure; (3) applied for a ballot in a name other than their own;

(4) applied for a ballot after they had voted; (5) voted when they were not qualified; (6) gave a

false name or answer while under examination as to their qualifications to vote; or (7) presented

falsified proof of identity. RSA 659:3 4, I. A person was guilty of a class B felony for "purposely

or knowingly" voting more than once or when they were not qualified and a class A

misdemeanor for "purposely or knowingly" committing any of the other acts. RSA 659:34, II.

29. Under these laws, New Hampshire historically has had high voter turnout as

compared to other states and virtually no instances of voter fraud.

o 
SB 3 does not change the responsibility ofthe Secretary to send a letter after anelection to all voters who executed

a Domicile Affidavit or sworn statement, informing them of driver's licensing and vehicle registration requirements.

RSA 654:12, V(d). The Secretary is instructed to forward the names of persons for whom the letter is undeliverable
to the Attorney General for further investigation into potential voting fraud. RSA 654:12,Y(e).
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Overview of SB 3

30. SB 3 (Chapter205 of the 2017 Session Laws or "Ch. 205") amends one of the

two statutes that define domicile (RSA 654:2) and both of the statutes that set forth procedures to

determine whether a registrant meets the domicile requirement (RSA 654:7 and RSA 654:12).

SB 3 also amends the voter fraud and penalties statute (RSA 659.,34), to add a penalty-not for

any act that the average person would understand to be voter fraud under common sense-but

þrfailíng to comply with an arbítrary and unnecessary paperwork requirement.

i. SB 3 Changes the Definition of Domicile to Require a o'Verifiable Acto' and
Presumes That Those Who Recently Moved Are Not Domiciled

31. SB 3 adds a second clause to the sentence in RSA 654:2 so that it reads:

"Domicile for purposes of voting is a question of fact and intenti on coupled with a verífiable act

or acts carrying out that intent." Ch.205:l,I (emphasis added to reflect new language).

32. SB 3 also adds a new defined term to the statutes: "temporary purposes." Ch.

205 1, II(a). Under the new law, those who are present in New Hampshire for temporary

pnrposes do not gain a domicile for voting purposes and therefore cannot vote. Id. Those who

have been residing in a town or ward for 30 or fewer days are "presumed to be present for

temporary purposes," unless they prove they are domiciled. Ch. 205:1, II(b). Temporary

purposes include, but are not limited to,'being present in New Hampshire for 30 or fewer days

for the purposes of tourism, visiting family and friends, performing short term work, or

volunteering or working to influence voters in an upcoming election. Ch. 205:1, II(c).

ii. SB 3 Imposes New Diffïcult Documentation Requirements

33. SB 3 requires all registrants to provide documentation proving they have taken a

verifiable act carrying out their domiciliary intent. Ch.205:1, II(d). It provides a non-exhaustive

list of nine acts that, if documented, suffice to demonstrate that a registrant has an intent to be
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domiciled at the address where they seek to register to vote: (1) "residenct'' at an institution of

higher learning; (2) renting or leasing an abode; (3) purchasing an abode; (4) obtaining a New

Hampshire motor vehicle registration, driver's license, or ID; (5) enrolling a child in a public

school; (6) identifying the address on a tax form or other government-issued ID or form; (7)

providing the street address to the U.S. Post Office as their permanent address; (8) obtaining

public utility service at the address; or (9) arranging for a homeless shelter or similar service

provider to receive mai1r Id.If a registrant lives at an abode that is rented, leased, or owned by

another, and the registrant's nrìme is not listed on the rental agreement, lease, or deed, a written

statement stating that the applicant resides atthat address, signed by the owner or manager of the

property under penalties for voting fraud (the "Landlord Affidavit"), can serve as acceptable

documentation. Ch. 205 1, II(e). If a registrant has not taken one of the identified acts, the

registrant may provide evidence of some other act if it "demonstratefs] an intent to make a place

his or her domicile." Id. The law is silent as to what other acts or documentation is sufficient.

34. SB 3 gives little guidance on precisely what paperwork will suffice. See Ch.

205:l,II(d), (e). Thus, individual town and city clerks, Supervisors, and pollingplace workers

will be tasked with not only understanding the requirements of SB 3, but also clearly

communicating them to registrants, and determining-largely on a case by case basis-whether

paperwork proffered satisfies SB 3. This subjective decision-making is virtually certain to lead to

varied and inconsistent results across the state and even within a single town or ward.

üi. SB 3 Imposes New Confusing Domicile Verification Procedures

35. SB 3 imposes a confusing domicile verification procedure for registrants and

creates substantially different procedures for those who register more than 30 days before an

election ("more than 30 days" registrants) and those who register within 30 days of or on

Election Day ("within 30 days" registrants). See Ch. 205:5.
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Domicile Verification Procedure 'oMore Than 30 Davs" Resistrants

36. First, if a "more than 30 days" registrant has a state or federal photo ID, a

govemment issued check, benefit statement, or tax document with their domicile address, they

must present that document to prove domicile and register to vote. Ch. 205:5, I(c)(l)(A). A

registrant who has such a document, but does not bring it when seeking to register, cannot

register unless or until they return and present the document. Id.

37. Second, if a "more than 30 days" registrant attests, under penalty of voter fraud,

they do not have a state or federal photo ID, a government issued check, benefit statement, or tax

document with their domicile address, they may present "reasonable documentation"

establishing "it is more likely than not" that they are domiciled and intend to remain in New

Hampshire "at least until election day." Ch.205:5, I(c)(l)(B). "fR]easonable documentation"

may include "evidence of'the nine verifiable acts discussed in paragraph 33 above. A registrant

who has such documentation, but does not bring it when seeking to register, cannot register

unless or until they return and present the documentation. See Ch. 205:.5, I(cX I )ê).

38. Third, if a o'more than 30 days" registrant does not present documentation of

domicile that a local election official deems acceptable, they cannot register. See id.

39. SB 3 entirely eliminates the Domicile Affidavit as an option for "more than 30

days" registrants who take the time to go to their local clerk's office to register and who are

domiciled in their town or ward and qualified to vote, but who do not bring paperwork that meets

the standard under SB 3. See Ch.205:5,I(c) (removing form for Domicile Affidavit).

40. Notably, SB 3 does not alter the Qualified Voter Affidavit such that all registrants

may continue to attest, under penalties for voting fraud, to their identity, citizenship, and age. See

Ch.205:5,I(a) (making no amendments to Qualified Voter Affrdavit).
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4T. SB 3 leaves the pre-election day voter registration form, now applicable to oomore

than 30 days" registrants, largely unchanged (hereinafter o'Voter Registration Form A"). ,See Ch.

205;2,IV(b). The form provides no guidance as to what acts a registrant must take or what

paperwork they must provide to register under SB 3's confusing new domicile requirements.

Unless prospective voters are provided clear instructions from election officials, read the

language of SB 3 themselves, or are willing to make multiple trips to attempt to register, SB 3 is

likely to leave many "more than 30 days" registrants confused and/or under the mistaken belief

that they cannot register at all.

Domicile Verification Procedure for "Within 30 Davs" Resistrants

42. While the "more than 30 days" verification procedure mandated by SB 3 is

confusing enough, the process for those attempting to register to vote "within 30 days" of an

election is even more so.

43. If a "within 30 days" registrant has a state or federal photo ID, a government

issued check, benefit statement, or tax document with their domicile address, or any o'reasonable

documentation" that is "evidence of' the nine verifiable acts discussed in paragraph 33 above,

they must present it to register to vote. Ch. 205:5,I(c)(2)(A). If a "within 30 days" registrant

does not present one of these types of documentation at the time of registration, they may only

register and vote if they commit to using one of two post-election domicile verification methods,

hereinafter referred to as the "Document Production Method" and the'olnvestigation Method."

44. The Document Production Method: If the registrant has any of the documentation

described in paragraph 33 above, but does not bring it when registering, they must initial next to

a paragllaph on the voter registration form that is now applicable to "within 30 days" registrants

(hereinafter "Voter Registration Form . B"), acknowledging an obligation to present
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documentation to the local clerk within 10 days after the election (or 30 days, if the clerk's office

is open 20 hours per week or less). Id.s rc they fail to meet that deadline, their domicile will be

verified by the Supervisors after the election, as discussed below in paragraph 58. Ch. 205;1,Y.

Although registrants are not informed of this when filling out the Voter Registration Form B,

they are also subject to civil and criminal penalties if they "knowingly or purposely" fail to

provide the required documentation by the deadline. See Ch.205:2,IV(c) and 205:5,I(c)(2)(A).

45. The In Method If a "within 30 days" registrant has no acceptable

documentation of domicile at all, the registrant may register to vote by initialing next to a

paragraph on the Voter Registration Form B acknowledging that their domicile may be verified

by the Supervisors after the election, as discussed below in paragraph 58. Ch. 205:5,I(cX2XB).

46. If a "within 30 days" registrant has no form of documentation described in

paragraph 33 or is too confused or otherwise justifiably unable to elect either of the post-election

verification methods described above, they will not be permitted to register and vote.

47. SB 3 eliminates the sworn statement as an option for same day registrants who are

domiciled in New Hampshire and qualified to vote, but do not bring paperwork that meets SB

3's requirements when attempting to register. See Ch.205:2,IV(c) (removing ability to swear as

to domicile). As noted, SB 3 does not eliminate the sworn statement in its entirety; registrants

may still attest under penalties for voting fraud to their identity, citizenship, and age. See id.

(making no amendments to ability to swear as to identity, citizenship, and age).

48. Those registering "within 30 days" of an election now must complete registration

forms that SB 3 dramatically increased in length and complexity. See Ch.205:2,IV(c), V.

49. The Voter Registration Form B requires registrants to state-under penalties of

voting fraud-the precise date that they moved to the address they have provided as their

5 The form does not inform the voter whether they are in a 10 or 30 day jurisdiction. Ch. 205:2, IV(b)
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domicile. Ch. 205:2, IV(c).

50. The Voter Registration Form B also adds the following language setting out the

Document Production Method and the Investigation Method for those who do not bring

paperwork with them to register, id.:

I understand that to make the address I have entered above my domicile for voting
I must have an intent to make this the one place from which I participate in
democratic self-govemment and must have acted to carry out that intent.

I understand that if I have documentary evidence of my intent to be domiciled at
this address when registering to vote, I must either present it at the time of
registration or I must place my initials next to the following paragraph and mail a
copy or present the document at the town or city clerk's office within 10 days
following the election (30 days in towns where the clerk's office is open fewer
than2} hours weekly).

By placing my initials next to this paragraph, I am acknowledging that I
have not presented evidence of actions carrying out my intent to be domiciled at
this address, that I understand that I must mail or personally present to the clerk's
office evidence of actions carrying out my intent within l0 days following the
election (or 30 days in towns where the clerk's office is open fewer than20 hours
weekly), and that I have received the document produced by the secretary of state
that describes the items that may be used as evidence of a verifiable action that
establishes domicile.

Failing to report and provide evidence of a verifiable action will prompt official
mail to be sent to your domicile address by the secretary of state to verify the
validity of your claim to a voting domicile at this address.

I understand that if I do not have any documentary evidence of my intent to be
domiciled at this address, I must place my initials next to the following paragraph

By placing my initials next to this paragraph, I am acknowledging that I
am aware of no documentary evidence of actions carrying out my intent to be
domiciled at this address, that I will not be mailing or delivering evidence to the
clerk's office, and that I understand that officials will be sending mail to the
address on this form or taking other actions to verify my domicile at this address.

51. After that language on the Voter Registration Form B, registrants must sign the

form under the following statement, id. (emphasis in original):

I acknowledge that I have read and understand the above qualif,rcations for voting
and do hereby swear, under the penalties for voting fraud set forth below, that I
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am qualified to vote in the above-stated city/town, and, if registering on election
day, that I have not voted and will not vote at any other polling place this election.

52. The Voter Registration Form B explains the criminal and civil penalties for

providing false information when registering to vote and for voting in more than one state in the

same electi on. Id. But it does not explain-anywhere-that registrants are subject to criminal

and civil penalties if they "knowingly or purposely'' fail to provide documentation by the

deadline under the Document Production Method. See id. Also, the Voter Registration Form B

does not explain the extent of the investigations that will be performed to verify registrants'

domicile addresses after Election Day, including the possibility of invasive home visits. See id.

53. SB 3 also adds an addendum to the Voter Registration Form B, the "Verifiable

Action of Domicile Form." Ch. 205:2, V. This is the "document produced by the secretary of

state that describes the items that may be used as evidence of a verifiable action that establishes

domicile" to which the Voter Registration Form B refers. It is supposed to be distributed to

registrants who do not present documentary evidence when registering and "shall provide notice

of the requirements that registrants must furnish documentary evidence of domicile." Id.6

54. The Verifiable Action of Domicile Form states the following, id.;

As a newly registered voter, you have received this document because you did not
provide proof of domicile when you registered to vote. RSA 654:2, IV requires
you to provide evidence that you have taken a verifiable act to establish domicile.

The following checklist shall be used as a guide for what you may use as evidence

and shall be submitted to the town or city clerk along with documentation that you

are required to provide. Only one item on the list is required to demonstrate a

verifiable act.

6 The Verifiable Action of Domicile Form is "to be distributed to those registrants who register within 30 days

before the election or on election day and who do not provide proof of domicile or a verifiable action to demonstrate

domicile." Ch.205:2, V. That language indicates that the form will be given to anyone who doesn't have

documentation, regardless of which verihcation method they elect. Yet, a registrant who elects the Investigation

Method explicitly indicates that they will not be providing any documentary evidence and is not asked to

acknowledge receipt of the Verifrable Action of Domicile Form. See Ch.205:2,IV(c). Thus, it is unclear who will
ultimately receive the form and be required to follow its instructions.
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To establish that you have engaged in a verifiable act establishing domicile,
provide evidence that you have done at least one of the following:

established residency, as set forth in RSA 654:1 ,I-a, at an institution
of learning at the address on the voter registration form

- 
rented or leased an abode, for a period of more than 30 days, to

include time directly prior to an election day at the address listed on the voter

registration form

_ purchased an abode at the address listed on the voter registration

form

- 
obtained a New Hampshire resident motor vehicle registration,

driver's license, or identification card issued under RSA 260:21, RSA 260:21-a,

or RSA 260:21-b listing the address on the voter registration form

_ enrolled a dependent minor child in a publicly funded elementary or
secondary school which serves the town or ward of the address where the

registrant resides, as listed on the voter registration form

Identified the address on the voter registration form as your physical

residence address on:
state or federal tax forms

_ other government-issued forms or identification. Describe form of
identification

_ provided the address on the voter registration form to the United

States Post Office as your permanent address, provided it is not a postal service or

commercial post office box, where mail is delivered to your home. This can be by
listing the address on the voter registration form as your new address on a Postal

Service permanent change of address form and providing a copy of the receipt, or

an online emailed receipt

- 
obtained public utility services (electricity, cable, gas, water, etc.) for

an indefinite period at the address on the voter registration form. List services

obtained:

_affanged for a homeless shelter or similar service provider to receive

United States mail on your behalf. Enter name of the shelter or provider:

_ describe what other verifiable action or actions you have taken to

make the address listed on your voter registration form your one voting domicile:
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If you have no other proof of a verifiable act establishing domicile, and your

domicile is at an abode rented, leased, or purchased by another and your name is

not listed on the rental agreement, lease, or deed, you are required to provide a

written statement, signed under penalty of voting fraud if false information is

provided, from a person who is listed on such document, or other reasonable

proof of ownership or control of the property, attesting that you reside at that

address, signed by that person or his or her agent who manages the property.

This verifiable action of domicile form, along with your written statement or other

documentation proving a verifiable act, shall be delivered to the town or city
clerk, by mail or in person, with 10 days, or within 30 days if the clerk's office is
open fewer than2} hours weekly.

55. Registrants must fiIl out and sign the Verifiable Action of Domicile Form and

submit it with documentation of their domicile by the deadline after the election. Id. Election

officials will retain a copy of documentation provided and attach it to the Voter Registration

Form B. See id. andCh. 205:5, I(c)(2)(A).?

56. The Verifiable Action of Domicile Form, which registrants will take home with

them after Election Day and refer to when attempting to provide documentation later, does not

explain-anyrvhere-that if they fail to provide documentation by the deadline, their domicile

addresses will be verified through investigations that may include offtcers visiting them at their

homes and that they will be subject to criminal and civil penalties if they "knowingly or

purposely'' fail to provide documentation by the deadline. See Ch.205:2,Y.

iv. SB 3 Imposes Additional Post-Election Verification Procedures

57. In addition to requiring election officials to make independent (and inevitably,

arbitrary) judgment calls as to what documentation is sufficient to evidence that the registrant has

undertaken a verifiable act of domicile, SB 3 imposes new obligations on the Supervisors to

investigate and verify the domicile of those who do not present acceptable proof of domicile

7 SB 3 explicitly provides that a copy of documentation provided by registrants after Election Day will be retained

by election officials, but it does not indicate whether election officials will also retain copies of documentation that

registrants present before or on Election Day.
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when they register to vote. Ch. 205:1, V. This includes both registrants who initialed the

Investigation Method, as well as those who initialed the Document Production Method but failed

to submit their documentation to the clerk's office by the deadline. Id.

58. ooAs soon as practical following an election" the Supervisors must verify that a

registrant was "domiciled at the address claimed on election day'' by means including, but not

limited to: (1) examining public records in a municipal office; (2) requesting two or more

municipal, county, or state election officers or their agents o'to visit the address and verify that

the individual was domiciled there on election dat''; or (3) referring the registrant's information

to the Secretary, "who shall cause further investigation as is warranted." Id. SB 3 does not

provide funding for these additional tasks, is silent as to how the Supervisors will accomplish

them, and does not provide any guidance with respect to the process to be used for and extent of

the visits that will be made to the homes of registrants.

59. SB 3 requires the Supervisors to report to the Secretary any case in which they are

either unable to verify domicile, or where evidence of voting fraud exists. Ch. 205:I, VI. If the

Secretary confirms that a voter is not domiciled at the address provided, the Supervisors shall

initiate removal of the voteros name trom the checklist according to New Hampshire law. Id.

v. SB 3 Deems Additional Acts Voter Fraud

60. SB 3 amends New Hampshire law to make three additional acts "voter fraud."

Now, a person commits voter fraud if they: (1) present falsified proof of "domicile, or verifiable

action of domicil e"; (2) "purposely and knowingly provide[] false information" in a Landlord

Affidavit; or (3) register to vote on Election Oul bV choosing the Document Production Method

I This provision unnecessarily penalizes and suppresses the vote of those who utilize same day registration. It is also

inconsistent with other provisions in SB 3. See Ch.205:5, I(c)(2)(A) (establishing penalty for any applicant

"[r]egistering within 30 days before an election or on election day'').
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and "purposely ande knowingly fail[] to provide a copy of the document by mail or present the

document in person to the town or city clerk by the deadline." Ch. 205:13.

61. The first two of these new crimes involve the presentation of falsified proof of

domicile (presumably by registrants who are not in fact domiciled in New Hampshire as they

claim), but the third clearly reaches and penalizes the simple failure to comply with SB 3's

confusing documentation requirements by an arbitrary deadline, and does so with respect to

people who are lawfullydomiciled and have a constitutional right to vote in New Hampshire.

62. All of these acts are subject to a class A misdemeanor penalty of imprisonment in

the house of corrections for up to one year and a fine up to $2,000 as well as a civil penalty up to

$5,000. See id.; RSA 659:3 4,I,II; RSA 651 :2,11(c),IV(a).

The 2016 General Election

63. Historically, New Hampshire has had an evenly divided electorate, high voter

tumout, and close elections; all trends that continued in the 2016 General Election.

64. In 2016, Sununu (a Republican) won the gubernatorial race, and Democrats

Hillary Clinton and Margaret Hassan narrowly won the presidential and U.S. Senate races.

ó5. ln 2016, New Hampshire also had the third highest voter turnout in the nation.

More than 88,000 New Hampshire citizens registered to vote in the final month before the

General Election, with 83,000 of those registrations occurring on Election Day alone. Voters

who registered on Election Day made up 1l percent of the total votes cast.

66. Upon information and belief, at the time the General Court enacted SB 3, it was

aware that many of these same registrants are young, low-income, and racial minorities and that

same day registration has a positive effect on the voter turnout of these groups. These groups are

e This provision requires a purposeful "and" knowing failure, which is inconsistent with other provisions in SB 3

that specifu penalties for a purposeful o'or" knowing failure. See Ch.205:5, I(c)(2)(A).
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less likely to be familiar with the voting system, or to have the job flexibility, access to

transportation, and resources that allow for earlier in-person registration at a clerk's office. They

are also more likely to move often, necessitating frequent voter registration and re-registration.

67. Upon information and belief, at the time the General Court enacted SB 3, it was

also aware that young, low-income, and minority voters tend to vote Democratic and that long-

term national trends in party affiliation show that Democrats hold a substantial advantage among

young voters in particular.

68. In fact, in the 2016 General Election, the New Hampshire precincts with the

highest number of same day registrations tended to be areas with the highest number of voters

who were under the age of 25, non-white, renters, and living below the poverty level, and most

of those precincts also voted overwhelmingly for Democratic candidates.

69. For example, in Durham, home to the University of New Hampshire, more than

68 percent of the population is under the age of 25, and more than 32 percent of all ballots cast

there came from same day registrants. Secretary Clinton won that precinct with 72.6 percent of

the vote, and Senator Hassan won with 67.9 percent. Similarly, in Plyrnouth, home to Plymouth

State University, where nearly 50 percent of the population is under the age of 25, more than 30

percent of all ballots cast there came from same day registrants, with 60 percent of the total vote

going to Secretary Clinton and Senator Hassan. In Hanover, home to Dartmouth College, more

than 43 percent of the population is under the age of 25, and more than 15 percent of all ballots

cast came from same day registrants. Secretary Clinton won that precinct by over 87 percent, and

Senator Hassan won with 78.4 percent. Likewise, in Keene, home to Keene State College, more

than27 percent of the population is under the age of 25, and more than2l percent of all ballots

cast there came from same day registrations. More than 65 percent of the ballots cast in all five
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wards went to Secretary Clinton, and more than 62 percent went to Senator Hassan.

70. The eight cities and towns with the highest percentage of non-white citizens-

Nashua, Hanover, Manchester, Lebanon, Somersworth, Portsmouth, Plymouth, and Durham-

also had higher percentages of same day registrations than the rest of the state. The cities and

towns of Manchester, Durham, Somersworth, and Plymouth are much more non-white than the

state average of 10 percent. Secretary Clinton and Senator Hassan won all eight towns.

71. Also, the five municipalities with the highest percentage of same day

registration-Durham, Plymouth, Keene, Manchester, and Somersworth-are all well below the

state average in terms of owner-occupied housing. These include college towns and transient

cities. Secretary Clinton and Senator Hassan won all of these cities and towns.

72. Of the ten municipalities with the highest percentage of same day registrations,

nine are above the state average for rate of poverty. They include Durham, Hanover, Plyrnouth,

and Keene, all college towns with high numbers of adults with little to no income, but the

working class cities of Franklin and Rochester also had higher percentages of same day

registrations than the rest of the state. Both Secretary Clinton and Senator Hassan won most of

these cities and towns.

73. Additionally, and not surprisingly, many same day registrants are those who move

during the year preceding an election (within the same county, across counties, or into New

Hampshire from outside the State). Indeed, during the 2016 General Election, the greater the

extent to which a New Hampshire town contained such mobile citizens, the greater the

percentage of same day registrations in the town.

74. Since its adoption, Republican groups have scrutinized same day registration and

the voters who most often avail themselves of it, and have engaged in rhetoric meant to cast a
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suspicious eye on the validity of the votes of those who are new, young, and of lesser means.

They have done so without any credible evidence that these voters are in fact anything other than

genuine New Hampshire citizens, who are qualified-indeed, have a fundamental right-to

participate in elections under New Hampshire law. And time and again, when they have

controlled the General Court, Republicans have attempted to use the domicile requirement as a

means to limit access to the polls by these voters, despite all suspicions being wholly unfounded.

75. During the 2016 General Election, over 76,000 same day registrants were either

first-time voters or voters who re-registered after moving to a new town or ward. Rhetoric about

voter fraud to the contrary, there is no basis to distrust the eligibility or validity of these voters.

76. In fact, there has never been any plausible evidence that same day registration

facilitates or is more susceptible to voter fraud. And as in years past, there is no credible

evidence supporting any accusations that voter fraud-by same day registrants or any other

group of voters---occurred in the 2016 General Election at anything other than a negligible rate.

77. Nevertheless, in November 2016, then President-elect Trump falsely claimed on

Twitter that "serious voter fraud" in New Hampshire was to blame for his and Senator Ayotte's

losses here. He renewed this false claim during a private meeting with senators in February 2017,

when he alleged-without a shred of evidence-that, but for the "thousands" of voters bused in

from Massachusetts, both he and Senator Ayotte would have won in New Hampshire. Trump's

senior adviser, Stephen Miller, repeated the false claims in a television interview.

78. President Trump's false claims were widely rebutted, including by several

prominent New Hampshire Republicans, who took the unusual step of publicly contradicting a

President-elect of their own party, in response to his unsupportable claims.

79. Steve Duprey, a Republican National Committee member and former chair of the
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New Hampshire Republican Party, posted on Twitter, 'oRepeating: there is no voter fraud in N.H.

None. Zip. Nada. Hundreds of lawyers, poll workers, watchers, press -- no buses rolled in."

80. Republican strategist Tom Rath, who served as New Hampshire's attorney

general in the late 1970s and early 1980s, tweeted, "allegations of voter fraud in NH are baseless,

without any merit -- it's shameful to spread these fantasies."

81. Prominent New Hampshire Republican, Fergus Cullen, former chair of the New

Hampshire GOP, went so far as to offer a $1,000 reward to anyone who could provide evidence

of a single illegal vote cast by a Massachusetts resident who was bused in to New Hampshire for

the 2016 election. Cullen has said that no one came forward to offer any evidence of voter fraud.

82. Even President Trump's own former aide, Corey Lewandowski, who "live[s] on

the border" of New Hampshire, publicly stated that he "didn't see buses coming across the line

to say that, hey, we've moved up from Massachusetts." To put this in perspective, Mr.

Lewandowski recently defended President Trump when discussing Trump's tweets about

MSNBC host Mika Brzezinski, calling Trump "the Ernest Hemingway of Twitter."

83. Defendant MacDonald also responded to the allegations, saying, "We have seen

no evidence of large-scale voter fraud whatsoever, and none has been brought to our attention."

And Defendant Gardner reported that his office received no complaints of voter fraud.

84. As of the date of this filing, no one has come forth with any evidence to support

President Trump's false claims about voter fraud in New Hampshire.

85. Nevertheless, after Govemor Sununu won in 2016 and became the first

Republican to hold the Governor's office in 14 years-resulting in Republican control of the

Governor's mansion and both chambers of the New Hampshire General Court for the first time

since 2004-the General Court quickly got to work targeting voting laws in the name of
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nonexistent voter fraud. These efforts were backed by Governor Sununu, who voiced his support

of restrictive voting legislation, saying he would even support a bill to end same day registration.

86. Republican legislators were also encouraged by national conservative groups to

"fix" provisions that ensured full and fair access to the franchise in New Hampshire. For

instance, the Lawyers Democracy Fund sent a memorandum to members of the House Election

Law Committee in February 2016, lobbying to add a 30-day requirement for establishing

domicile in New Hampshire. The memorandum also called the domicile requirement, student

voters, and the use of affidavits "problems," yet it, too, failed to identifu evidence of widespread

voter fraud in New Hampshire.

The Passing of SB 3 During tlne 2017 Legislative Session

87. Heeding the call, Republican Senator Regina Birdsell introduced SB 3 in the New

Hampshire Senate on January 19, 2017. Senator Birdsell-together with other supporters of the

bill-justified the measure as a necessary response to the perception (no matter how

unsubstantiated) that New Hampshire's elections have been adversely impacted by voter fraud.

88. At no point has Senator Birdsell or any other high profile supporter of the bill

asserted that any concerns about voter fraud are based in fact.

89. In fact, Republican Representative Dan Itse admitted that "[w]e don't have

rampant voter fraud," and Ray Chadwick, Chairman of the Granite State Taxpayers, agreed, "it's

not proven that there is widespread voter fraud."

90. Defendant Gardner also admitted that President Trump's claim of voter fraud "has

not been proven," yet nevertheless testified that he supports the bill because "people believe that

there's voter fraud," while at the same time boasting that New Hampshire has historically had

very high voter turnout.
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91. And despite the torrent of public statements by some of New Hampshire's most

prominent Republicans responding to and rejecting President Trump's claims of voter fraud

shortly after the 2016 election, Republican legislative support for SB 3 was nearly universal,

even in the face of vocal and vehement opposition and criticism by not only Democratic

legislators but large numbers of concerned citizens, election officials, town officials, college

students, and organizations (including LWVNH, Open Democracy, the American Civil Liberties

Union ("ACLU"), and the New Hampshire Municipal Association ("NHMA")).

92. SB 3 was first heard at the Senate Election Law and Internal Affairs Committee

hearing on March 7,2017 . The public testimony lasted for more than three hours.

93. Just four individuals testified in support of the bill: Defendant Gardner,

Representative Itse, Mr. Chadwick, and one citizen who testified that he "would like the

Committee to worry less about voter fraud and more about students from New York and

Massachusetts influencing our state elections."

94. In contrast, more than 200 people signed in opposed to the bill, with 27 testifying

in opposition. So many people showed up to the hearing-the vast majority in opposition-that

it was moved to Representatives Hall to accommodate the unusually higþ public input.

95. The scarcity of any evidence of voter fraud in New Hampshire was highlighted by

many who testified, including Former Democratic Representative Jim Verschueren who said,

"This bill is tryrng to address a problem that doesn't exist."

96. Much of the testimony focused on the problems that the bill would create, rather

than solve. The ACLU testified that the bill, among other things, adds a verifiable act criterion

that is not a requirement under the New Hampshire Constitution, requires acts that impermissibly

require money being paid to the govemment, effectively criminalizes voters who are unable or
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fail to submit documentation, and involves a lengthy and overly confusing process that "would

needlessly hinder the voting rights of constitutionally-eligible voters in New Hampshire."

97. Many also testified to the negative impact the bill would have on particular

populations, such as students, the homeless, the impoverished, miglatory workers, those who

move shortly before Election Day, and people with physical, mental, and cognitive disabilities.

98. Elena Ryan, a student at the University of New Hampshire, testified that "[f]or

students like myself who do not live in university housing, this is disenfranchising." When asked

if she could vote with a student ID and "a slip from whomever you're living with," she said,

"Vy'ith the language of intimidation, I would question if I would be able to register properly and

wouldn't understand the steps to take. The populations that will be hit hardest by these extra

provisions are out-of-state students." Ryan testified she does not have a driver's license.

99. The Newbury Town Moderator, Nancy Marashio, objected to the bill based on the

needless additional paperwork it created for the Supervisors and testified that "[n]o Newbury

election official contacted about how they view SB 3 supports it." She further emphasized that

voters who register on Election Day "have done nothing wrong," yet the bill "targets voters who

change residence or choose to legally register on Election Day." She asserted that "[t]hose voters

deserve to be treated equally to every other voter."

100. Leslie Enroth, a former Selectwoman in Sutton, testified that "[t]he changes to the

voter registration form are so long and complicated that it becomes a literacy test." She asked,

where "fp]eople have died for the right to vote, why are we making it harder?"

101. That the threat of home visits and criminalization will'osubject voters to fear and

intimidation" were also frequently mentioned. Overall, the sentiment of the people of New

Hampshire was that SB 3 would "steer people away" and make it harder for them to exercise
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their most precious right.

102. Michelle Sanbom, of the New Hampshire Community Rights Network, testified

that "[t]he bill does not protect or expand voting rights. It brings us back to a time when the right

to vote was reserved for the privileged. . . . It is clear today that the public does not consider this

bill to be for the public good."

103. The testimony also highlighted unworkable aspects of the bill. Cordell Johnston,

of the NHMA, testified that "[t]he length and complexity of the same day voter registration form

is a concern for both the voter and local offrcials, who must determine whether someone satisfies

the criteria. It seems likely to result in longer lines at the polls." The NHMA also submitted

lengthy written testimony outlining the many internal inconsistencies in the law.

I04. LizTentarelli, President of LW\/NH, testified that "[t]he League regards the right

to vote as the most important right we have, because by voting we have a voice in all the other

actions of government that affect us. Any attempt to deny that right, just because a person does

not have the same kind of permanent home nor typical photo ID that you and I likely have, is an

atternpt to pass judgment on the very people who may need a voice the most." She pointed out

the many impractical aspects of the law when considered in light of many real-life situations,

such as when one lives with a friend, has a disorganized filing system, uses a post office box, or

moves after an election but before an investigative visit from election officials.

105. Louise Spencer, of the Kent Street Coalition, testified, "What disenfranchises

people is when they aren't able to cast their vote, which happens when obstacles are put in their

way. People who haven't voted before find it an extremely intimidating process. They have the

sense that they are somehow not welcome at the polls. If they have to sign an affidavit that says

police may come to your door or that you'll get a $5;000 fine, they won't even try to get
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involved."

106. Despite the public outcry against the bill, the Senate passed SB 3 on March 30,

2017, along strict party lines.

107. SB 3 was introduced in the House on March 23, and on April 18, the bill was

heard by the Election Law Committee. The hearing again drew so many people it had to be

moved to Representatives Hall, and the public testimony lasted more than six hours. Nearly 175

individuals signed in opposed to the bill, while only 44 did so in support. Nearly 40 testified in

opposition, which was more than double those who testified in support.

108. None of the testimony of the supporters included any plausible evidence of voter

fraud, and while Republican Representatives Doug Thomas and Al Baldasaro claimed, without

any evidence, that there were cars fu1l of out-of-state residents who voted in the 2016 election,

Defendant Gardner reconfirmed that his office has o'never been provided proof'of such stories.

109. Other testimony in support exposed a general sentiment among the bill's

supporters that college sfudents are not welcome to and should not participate in New

Hampshire's elections. One cítizen said, "If students want to vote, they should go to their

hometown and vote since they are still under the roof of their parents." Similarly, Republican

Representative Tim Twombly testified that those who are from out of state should be made to

vote absentee in the states they came from, and not in New Hampshire--despite the fact that,

under U.S. Supreme Court precedent, doing as the Representative suggested and excluding

perceived "outsiders" who live New Hampshire from voting here is plainly unconstitutional.

110. Similarly, former Republican Senate Majority Leader Robert Clegg said that he

does not want students voting in his town-whether they come from elsewhere in New

Hampshire or out of state-because "none ... actually pay the bills in the communities they're
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voting in," and he implored them to o'please don't vote in my community." He added, oovoting's

not for anyone who wants to participate, it's for those who want to participate in their

communitiss"-¿ view that he may be entitled to have, but which is not a constitutional basis for

enacting restrictive voting laws.

I 1 1. And, ignoring that many such students do not drive or own a vehicle and that the

New Hampshire Supreme Court previously held such a requirement impermissible under the

State Constitution, Republican Representative Dennis Green testified that prospective voters

should be made to establish residency by getting a driver's license and registering a vehicle

before they can vote in New Hampshire.

ll2. This testimony was directly contrary to established law, which explicitly permits

students to lawfully claim domicile for voting in the town or city in which they live while

attending college, RSA 654:1, and deems unconstitutional laws restricting students' access to the

franchise, see Guare v. New Hampshire, 167 N.H. 658,669 (2015); Newburger v. Peterson,344

F. Supp. 559,563 (D.N.H. 1972); see also Carringtonv. Rash,380 U.S. 89,94 (1965).

113. In contrast, testimony in opposition to the bill overwhelmingly emphasized the

many reasons that SB 3 is unconstitutional and will disenfranchise eligible voters. Several spoke

about how there is no data backing up the rumors of voter fraud. Others expressed concern that

the bill will improperly subject lawful voters to investigation and civil and criminal penalties due

to voters misunderstanding the rules and the "literacy test" to which the bill amounts.

ll4. Many testified about the myriad ways the bill would harm voters. Pat Wallace

spoke about her concern for those individuals who cannot read. She also spoke about the impact

the bill will have on the homeless population who do not have addresses.

115. Ana Ford submitted testimony regarding her concerns about how the bill will
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affect men and women in uniform, noting that because they are transferred frequently, they will

be denied their right to vote under SB 3. She cautioned, "when you cast a wide net, you catch

some things you didn't intend to. And when you're on a fishing expedition for something that

doesn't exist, a lot of people will be caught in the net . . . undeservedly so."

116. Darryl Perry spoke about situations that would prevent voters' ability to present

required documentation, noting that the bill could disenfranchise people living in a town without

public schools or who enroll their children in private school, people who use a post office box,

people who do not themselves own the vehicle they drive, and people with a verbal lease.

ll7. Gwen Friend testified, "The bill would negatively affect the right to vote for

indigent people, who often move to find better or cheaper housing; members of the military

temporarily assigned to New Hampshire but planning to return to another state upon discharge;

the homeless; students who are here but do not intend to make New Hampshire their home (or

just do not know yet where they will live after college); and those new to the state or those

moving to another town within New Hampshire."

118. A number of first-time voters and college students testified, including 20-year-old

student Charlotte Blatt. She said that Sts 3 "makes voting unnecessarily difficult and confusing

for some voters, particularly young voters like myself who see this legislation as an indication

that they are unwelcome and not allowed to vote in New Hampshire."

119. Sydney Little testified that she was able to vote for the first time in Keene where

she was in college by signing an affidavit, but had SB 3 been the law, she may not have been

able to prove domicile as now required. When asked if she had access to an absentee ballot from

the place where she grew up, she said, o'I didn't want one because I consider Keene my home."

In fact, a fair amount of testimony in support of SB 3 focused on college students' ability to get
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an absentee ballot from the state where their parents live. Yet, as a number of students testified,

they are legally entitled to vote in New Hampshire, and often cannot get an absentee ballot in the

state from which they moved to New Hampshire because they no longer reside there.

120. Connie Lane testified that, based on her l5 years of observing the polls across the

state, she is confident "[w]e have a solid system that has worked well over the years" and that

"the changes in SB 3 are clearly targeted at suppressing votes, not preventing fraud." She said,

'olt is telling that the calls for reform of our voting process have not been requested by the

moderators or supervisors of elections, the city clerks, or the Attorney General. If there was

rampant fraud or extreme difficulties enacting our voting laws, these groups would be proposing

legislation. But they are not. úr fact, the moderators and supervisors oppose the legislation due to

the additional work and expense that it will require."

I2l. Ms. Lane continued: "Many students and low-income voters do not have leases,

may not know the legal name of their landlord, or may not even be on the lease. . . . Many. . . do

not have cars and/or work several jobs . . . . [and] returning to the towrVcity clerk's office with

the correct documentation is more than an 'inconvenience' for these individuals. They must use

public transportation or rely on other people t'or transportation, as well as juggle multiple work

schedules. Finally, low-income people often do not have the money to register their vehicles-

they have little left over after providing food, health and shelter to their families."

122. The testimony of election officials was also extensive and overwhelmingly

against SB 3. Patricia Little, Keene City Clerk for 36 years, submitted testimony about the

"unreasonable burden being placed on local officials to veriff domicile after an election." She

noted that "[c]ongestion in lines because people are not moving through the process quickly,

causes confusion and frustration [that] can lead to a less than ideal environment for an accurate
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election." As a result, "the passage of SB 3 is going to disenfranchise not only the voters who are

attempting to register to vote, but also those . . . arriving at the polling location fto vote]."

I23. Suzanne Russell, Newbury Supervisor, testified it is inappropriate to request

documents from voters that contain private information, such as school registration forms and tax

returns, both listed in SB 3 as acceptable proof of a verifiable act of domicile. She also said that

the registration forms are cumbersome and could potentially create big errors.

124. Jean Lightfoot, Hopkinton Supervisor, spoke against the provision calling for

election officials to make home visits, saying, o'I would resign before I did this dangerous task.

We are record-keepers."

125. Fran Taylor, who was the Holdemess Supervisor for 15 years, testified that many

of the same day registrants she assisted were young people voting for the first time and that

watching these young people go through all of the steps necessary to vote oois not the behavior of

someone trying to fake their identity, it's an indication that they want to exercise their

constitutional right to vote." She also testified that having election officials make "bed checks"

of registrants is "unreasonable, unnecessary, and intimidating," adding that "new voters don't

need to be harassed, they should be encouraged and welcomed when they come to vote."

126. Representative Wayne Burton of Durham testified that "the impact on Durham

specifically would be significant," noting that the law will unfairly burden students and create

long lines that will discourage voters. Durham Town Moderator Chris Regan spoke about the

severe administrative burdens the law would impose on local election officials, and Durham

Town Councilman Kenneth Rotner testified that the Town of Durham does not support the bill

and spoke to how the bill is unworkable.

127. Finally, Richard Aldrich of the Chesterfield Planning Board testified that
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generations of veterans in his family did not fight with the mindset*that we were protecting the

right to restrict and burden the right to vote." He said, "this bill smacks of Jim Crowe cronyism,"

as it requires voters to "fill out this form that takes 30 minutes to read" and extraordinary levels

of educational achievement to understand. He said, o'This is nothing more than a thinly veiled

attempt by a very partisan group to restrict and intimidate those who they do not want to vote.

There's just no question in my mind that that's what's going on."

128. In spite of the extensive and powerful testimony against SB 3, evidencing how it

would disenfranchise legal voters, the bill was amended and passed out of Committee on May

25,2017, and the House passed SB 3 on June 1, largely along party lines.

129. In volume 39, number 26 of the House Record, the majority justified the bill by as

much as admitting that o'serious voter fraud" is not a problem in New Hampshire and instead

claiming that the "domicile loophole" created "opportunities for voter fraud."

130. On June 8,2017, the Senate concurred in the amendments the House made to the

bill. SB 3 was enrolled by the Committee on Enrolled Bills on June 22, and signed by Governor

Sununu on July 10. SB 3 takes effect September 8,2011.

131. The new voter registration process prescribed by SB 3 will affect same day

registration for a special election scheduled for September 12 in Belknap County. SB 3 will

affect same day registration for a special election in Hillsborough County, a special election in

Sullivan County, and a primary election in Manchester scheduled for September 19. SB 3 will

affect same day registration and approximately one week of in-person registration at the local

clerk's office for a special election scheduled for September 26 in Rockingham County. SB 3

will affect all aspects of voter registration for municipal elections scheduled for October 3 in

Franklin and Keene; municipal general elections scheduled for November 7 in Claremont,
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Manchester, Keene, Nashua, Portsmouth, Rochester, and Concord; and all other future elections.

SB 3 Imposes Undue Burdens on New Hampshire Voters

132. The procedural requirernents, associated penalties, and incomprehensibility of SB

3 will unduly burden and disenfranchise potential voters, cause many otherwise qualified citizens

not to register to vote, and contribute to already long polling places lines.

i. The Procedural Requirements of SB 3 Wilt Burden and Disenfranchise Voters

133. If SB 3 is not enjoined, citizens who are lawfully qualified to vote under the New

Hampshire Constitution will have that right severely burdened or, in some cases, entirely denied,

because (a) they have not committed a "verifiable" act of domicile, as defined by the General

Court; (b) they do not possess, or fail to produce, paperwork that local election offrcials deem

adequate to evidence such an act; or (c) they do not register at all because the new law causes

them to be confused, mistaken about eligibility, or too intimidated to try.

734. The requirements of SB 3 may be easy for some to comply with, but not for many

others because compliance is dependent on stable housing, property ownership, vehicle

ownership, having a child enrolled in public school, income, obtaining utility services or

arranging for mail delivery at a particular street address. Thousands of people in New Hampshire

who are otherwise qualified to vote either do not have these legislatively mandated indicia of

intent to be domiciled or lack the means to provide proof of them. Indeed, providing proof is also

contingent on one's ability to successfully complete complicated transactions, make complex

¿uïangements, pay licensing fees, keep easily accessible and orderly personal records, make

multiple trips to govemmental offices, or coordinate with and depend on the cooperation of third

parties in time for Election Day.

135. Some of the documents listed by SB 3-such as driver's licenses, identification
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cards, vehicle registration forms, tax forms, and other government-issued forms-will be

insufficient if they do not contain a registrant's current address. See Ch. 205:1, I(d). But many

of these documents are not required to be updated. For example, New Hampshire law does not

require that individuals who update their address with the DMV also obtain a replacernent

license (which requires an in-person visit to the DMV and payment of a fee of $3.00). Thus,

many eligible registrants will have engaged in a verifiable act of intent to be domiciled in their

community, yet will not satisff the requirements of SB 3 unless they pay a fee to the

govemment, which the law does not require to maintain their legal driving status.

136. Some of the documents listed by SB 3-leases, deeds, and utility bills--only

satisfy the law's requirements if they contain the registrant's name, see id., a requirement that

qualified registrants who have the requisite domiciliary intent but live with roommates, friends or

family, will often have diffrculty meeting. And the Landlord Affidavit is an unduly burdensome

and unworkable alternative. First, the Verifiable Action of Domicile Form states that those who

are renters who do not have other proof of domicile "are requireû' to obtain a Landlord

Affidavit. See id. (emphasis added).l0 Second, these registrants must determine who is listed on

the lease or deed or is authorized to sign the Landlord Affidavit as an "agent who manages the

property." Id. Third, they must then contact that person and convince them to cooperate. Finally,

they must draft "a written statement, signed under penalty of voting fraud," that satisfies the

legal requirements of SB 3 and obtain a signature in time for Election Day. Id.

137. For some of the acts listed by SB 3, it is unclear precisely what paperwork is

sufficient, making it difficult for registrants to arrive with the correct paperwork and putting

t0 Elsewhere, SB 3 states that registrants "may'' obtain a Landlord Affidavit. See Ch.205:1, II(e) and205:5,

I(c)( I )(B). Even if it is not the intent of SB 3 to require registrants to obtain a Landlord Afhdavit (such that they are

ineligible to use the Investigation Method), it is conceivable that many will read the Verifiable Action of Domicile
Form-which registrants are given a çopy of and serves as a guide to what they are required to do-and believe that

obtaining a Landlord Affidavit is their only option to vote and avoid penalties.
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individual election officials in the position of subjectively deciding what is adequate. For

example, the option of providing evidence of "residency, as set forth in RSA 654:1, I-a [the

domicile provision for college students], at an institution of learning at the address on the voter

registration form" is both burdensome and vague. See id. SB 3 conflates residency with domicile

and does not specify what documents constitute such evidence. SB 3 does not state whether a

student ID card-which lacks the student's address-will suffice, or if students must also obtain

a document bearing their address from some unknown office at their college or university. This

requirement will be particularly burdensome for the many students who do not live on campus.

138. Similarly, the option for those who are homeless to provide evidence of

"arranging for a homeless shelter or similar service provider located in the town or ward to

receive United States mail," see id., is burdensome and vague where this vulnerable population

may find it too difficult, risky, or unnecessary to ¿urange for mail delivery, and it is unclear what

type of documentation they must obtain to prove they did so. SB 3 does not explain whether a

copy of a sign-up sheet, for example, is sufficient or whether registrants must obtain a written

statement similar to the Landlord Affidavit. Also, the shelter must be located in the town or ward

where the registrant seeks to register, which makes obtaining documentation all the more

difficult, as many towns and wards do not have shelters and not all provide mail services.

139. Some of the paperwork requirements will not in fact show where a registrant is

truly domiciled. For example, those with summer homes in New Hampshire could easily register

in a town or ward where they are not lawfully domiciled using any documentation that bears the

address of their second property. And those who enroll their children in a school district that-

for one reason or another-allows enrollment from outside the town or ward could register to

vote where their children go to school rather than where they are domiciled.
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140. In sum, SB 3 will leave many potential voters confused about what paperwork

they need to bring with them to the local clerk's office or the polling place. They may not know

or understand what "reasonable documentation" is, think that some paperwork is adequate when

it is not, or, worse' not even attempt to register because they are unable to locate paperwork,

believe they cannot register, or are too afraid to try.

l4l. SB 3 unjustifiably eliminates the option for registrants to prove their domicile by

completing a Domicile Affidavit or sworn statement. Ch. 205:2,IV(c) and 205:5,I(c). These

options have been acceptable for proving domicile in New Hampshire since 1979, requiring

registrants to swear under penalties of perjury and voter fraud and subjecting thern to penalties if

they were untruthful. In doing so, SB 3 deems the swom word of registrants unreliable in

inconsistent ways, as all registrants may still execute Qualified Voter Affidavits and sworn

statements as to their identity, citizenship, and age. Ch.205:2,IV(c) and 205:5, I(a).

I42. Moreover, in the case of the Landlord Affidavit and perhaps the homeless shelter

documentation, SB 3 nonsensically accepts the sworn word of a third party as proof of a

registrant's domicile, but not the registrant's own sworn statement. (That is the case even though

the Landlord Affrdavit will be executed outside the view of an election offrcial.) The

inexplicable and burdensome result is that the fundamental right to vote of these individuals

(who, as reflected by the circumstances of their living affangements, are much more likely to

have less financial means than those who, for example, own their home) may now be contingent

upon their obtaining the timely compliance of third parties who are, more often than not,

ordinary citizens who are in no way required or incentivízedto provide the assistance required.

143. Also, SB 3 contains numerous other measures that in practice treat similarly

situated citizens differently for arbitrary reasons. For instance, a registrant who attempts to
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register 31 days before Election Day and does not have the requisite paperwork will be turned

away, but a registrant who attempts to register the following day, 30 days before Election Day,

will be permitted to register even without the requisite paperwork. Likewise, registrants who live

in some towns will be given 30 days to submit paperwork after Election Day, while registrants

who live in other towns will only be given 10 days.

144. By way of further example, a registrant who is a long-time domiciliary of New

Hampshire who registers to vote for the first time is presumed to be qualified to do so, while a

registrant with the requisite domiciliary intent who happened to move to New Hampshire less

than 30 days ago is presumed to be unqualified to vote.

145. Similarly, a qualified registrant who is domiciled in New Hampshire who brings,

for instance, his tax forms to register will be permitted to vote, while a qualified registrant who is

domiciled in New Hampshire who also has tax forms but forgets to bring them to register will be

denied registration or subjected to additional verification procedures, invasive investigations, and

potentially criminal and civil penalties.

146. Given the lack of clear guidance in the law as to what constitutes reasonable

documentation, qualified registrants will also be treated differently depending simply on who

happens to review their form and documentation. Thus, a clerk in Durham might allow a college

student to register with a driver's license with an address other than the one listed on the

registration form and a student ID, while a clerk in Keene might deny registration to a college

student who brings the same documentation. Similarly, a poll worker at a polling place in

Nashua might allow qualified registrants to register with bank statements or pieces of mail-

which are not explicitly listed in SB 3-while a poll worker at a different polling place in

Nashua might refuse to accept such paperwork from other qualified registrants.
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147. SB 3 unreasonably denies voter registration entirely to "more than 30 days"

registrants who go in person to their town or city clerk's office during business hours to register

to vote but who may not be informed they need to bring with them, have forgotten, or could not

locate acceptable documentary evidence of a verifiable act. Ch. 205:5, I(c)(l)(A). These

individuals, who are already undertaking significant burdens to abide by New Hampshire's

unique in-person registration requirement, will be turned away and told to retum multiple times

until they can present satisfactory paperwork. They may have had to pay for child care, make

affangements with their ernployers or take leave from their jobs, or locate and pay for reliable

transportation to arrive at the clerk's office. Yet they will be denied registration even though they

are legally domiciled in New Hampshire and, if given the option, would be willing to swear

under penalties for voter fraud to that fact. Many who are denied will not make a second trip,

either to register or vote. Moreover, every individual who is denied early registration could wind

up having to register on Election Day, subjecting them to the additional burdens that same day

registrants now face under SB 3, and lengthening already long polling place lines.

148. SB 3 subjects "within 30 days" registrants who do not have the requisite

documentary evidence when registering to the long and confusing Voter Registration Form B

and Verifiable Action of Domicile Form, the completion of which is likely to contribute to

already long polling place lines. They must also elect either the Document Production Method or

the Investigation Method, after supposedly understanding the complicated procedures outlined

by SB 3 in its incomprehensible legal language. They must determine whether they have

documentary evidence sufficient to prove domicile (a difficult determination to make while

standing in line to vote) and are thus obligated to produce those documents under the Document

Production Method, or whether they do not have any documentary evidence and may elect the
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Investigation Method. In making their decision, registrants must also acknowledge their domicile

will be further verified by election officials. Having to quickly read, understand, and sign a

sworn statement is an intimidating process. Those registrants who are unable to complete the

form will not be permitted to cast a ballot, even though they are legally domiciled and, if given

the option, would be willing to swear under penalties for voter fraud to that fact.

149. SB 3 will also burden the ability of those who have recently moved to register to

vote, as they now must prove they are not present for o'temporary purposes" and that they do not

fall within one of the non-exhaustive and ill-defined "temporary" situations listed in the law. The

law will discourage those who have non-perrnanent job assignments but are otherwise domiciled

from attempting to register and threatens the free speech and association rights of those who

come to New Hampshire to work on political campaigns.

150. Although SB 3 requires all New Hampshire citizens to prove they are domiciled,

the new presumption that those who recently moved and are new to New Hampshire or new to a

town or ward are not qualified to vote contradicts a long-standing presumption under New

Hampshire law that any citizen seeking to register to vote is qualified to do so. ,See RSA 654:ll.

This presumption also violates the doctrine that presumptions of law may be created by statute

only if there is a rational connection between the fact proved and the fact presumed. See Mclntíre

v. Borofsþ, 95 N.H. 174,177 (1948).

ii. The Penalties Imposed by SB 3 \ilill Burden and Disenfranchise Voters

151. SB 3 imposes unduly harsh penalties on those who lack or fail to provide

documentary evidence to prove domicile. "Within 30 days" registrants who do not present

evidence of a verifiable act must elect one of two highly confusing post-election verif,tcation

methods that make them vulnerable to fines, imprisonment, and invasive investigations-all
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stemming from nonsensical, unnecessary, and burdensome paperwork requirements.

152. If registrants elect the Document Production Method, they are agreeing to locate

and mail or submit in person documentation that they believe satisfies SB 3's confusing new

documentation requirements, within 10 days after Election Day or 30 days where the town

clerk's office is open 20 hours per week or less. Ch. 205:5, I(c)(2)(A).tr This requires registrants

to know the hours of operation of their clerk's office and establishes two arbitrary deadlines

instead of granting all registrants 30 days to submit paperwork. If they fail to meet the

deadline-for any reason-they are subject to further investigation by the Supervisors. Ch.

205;1, V. They are also susceptible to serious criminal and civil penalties, as any knowing or

purposeful failure to present paperwork by the deadline is subject to a $5,000 civil penalty and a

class A misdemeanor fine up to $2,000 and imprisonment up to one year. Ch. 205:13, I(h).

153. The "knowing or purposeful" failure is not itself linked to any fraudulent act-

thus, the Document Production Method effectively criminalizes and imposes steep fines on

otherwise qualified and domiciled registrants if they find it harder than expected to obtain the

documentation the law now requires, or simply decide, given their individual circumstances, that

they cannot afford the time or cost of submitting documentation in the arbitrary time frame

established by the law. In other words, the law does not penalize fraudulent voting by individuals

not eligible to cast a ballot. Rather, it penalizes failure to comply with an unnecessary and

burdensome paperwork requirement that is infinitely easier for certain registrants to meet than

others, based purely on their personal circumstances, including wealth, privilege, and age.

154. Moreover, a "knowing" failure to submit documentation could include many

otherwise benign acts, where a person acts "knowingly" when he "is aware that his conduct is of

such nature or that such circumstances exist." RSA 626:2, II(b). For example, a lawfully

ll It is unclear what, if anything, will happen if a voter submits documentation that is then deemed insufficient.
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qualified registrant who is injured after aî election and physically unable to submit

documentation by the deadline would certainly be "aware" of the missed deadline.

155. Some registrants may elect the Investigation Method, which requires they

acknowledge that they are unaware of any documentary evidence of actions carrying out their

intent to be domiciledl2 and that they will not be submitting any paperwork after Election Day,

and acknowledge that their domicile will be subject to investigation. Ch.205:5,I(oX2XB). The

investigations could include invasive home visits by two or more officers. As many opponents of

the bill pointed out in the public hearings, this in and of itself is likely to intimidate and

discourage lawfully qualified citizens from exercising their most fundamental right.

156. The Voter Registration Form B and the Verifiable Action of Domicile Form do

not explain the penalties and consequences that arise under the two post-election verification

methods. As a result, many who register likely will not understand that if they commit to

submitting paperwork after Election Day but fail to do so by the deadline--even if the failure has

nothing to do with their actual eligibility to vote-they may be subject to criminal and civil

penalties. Likewise, many are likely to not understand that, no matter what they elect, they are

giving explicit permission for elections officials to engage in invasive home visits.

157. SB 3 exposes registrants to other potential criminal and civil penalties.

"Knowingly or pu{posely" providing false information when registering to vote is voter fraud, so

registrants who actually have documentation but elect the Investigation Method because they do

not want to submit paperwork after Election Day could be exposed to a $5,000 civil penalty and

a class A misdemeanor fine up to $2,000 and imprisonment up to one year. Ch. 205:2,IV(c).

Likewise, a registrant who provides on the Voter Registration Form B the wrong date that they

t'Additrg to the confusing nature of the new requirements, the form is written in such a way that it would appear as

if the voter must swear they are unaware of any such documentation in çxistence anywhere; it is not limited to

documentation in their possession.
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moved to the address provided on the form may be subject to criminal and civil penalties for

"knowingly or purposely'' providing false information when registering to vote. Id. Finally,

voting when not qualified to do so is voter fraud. Where SB 3 provides that a registrant who

elects the Investigation Method "does not possess reasonable documentation of establishing

domicile and has taken no verifiable action to carry out his or her íntent to establísh domicile at

the address claimed on the voter registratíon application " Ch. 205',5, I(oX2XB) (emphasis

added), it essentially deems such a registrant non-domiciled and thereby unqualified to vote.l3 If

that is the case, they may be exposed to a $5,000 civil penalty and a class B felony fine up to

$4,000 and imprisonment up to seven years. RSA 659:3 4,I,II and RSA 651:2,II(b)' IV(a).

158. SB 3 penalizes registrants in an arbitrary way based on which post-election

domicile verification method they elect. Those who do not have documentation may elect the

Investigation Method, while those who do have documentation must elect the Document

Production Method, assume the obligation to submit paperwork after Election Day, and be

subject not only to invasive investigation if they fail to submit documentation by the deadline,

but also criminal and civil penalties if the failure is "knowing or purposeful."

159. SB 3 is silent as to what will occur during post-election home visits and how the

home visits will show officers that a registrant was domiciled at that address on an Election Day

that has already passed-for example, how will officers gain access to private property; what

specific information will they seek; what will they ask the registrant that they could not have

asked on Election Day at the polling location; and what will happen if the registrant is not home

or no longer lives there because they have since moved (which, under the law, would not on its

own destroy their.ightful claim to domicile on Election Day). Furthermore, SB 3 places even

t3 Erren if this is not the intended result, this is the type of confusion wrought by the provisions of SB 3. Its use of
"verihable" as equivalent to "documentation" is a non sequitur because even ifa registrant takes a verifiable act, it
does not necessarily mean that they possess documentation.
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more subjective judgment in the hands of election officials who will not only be required to

determine whether a registrant's paperwork is sufficient but also whether a voter's story "checks

out" after Election Day. This makes it nearly impossible to administer the law consistently

throughout the State, or even within a given ward.

160. Finally, when submitting paperwork to prove domicile, registrants must provide a

copy that will be retained by the clerk and attached to their Voter Registration Form B' Ch.

205:5,I(c)(2)(A). Accordingly, documents with sensitive information-such as social security

numbers, names of spouses and minor children, birth dates, income, housing status, and medical

information-will be retained on record in either the clerk's office or by the Supervisors'

iii. The Incomprehensibility of SB 3 Will Burden and Disenfranchise Voters

161. SB 3 contains confusing, ambiguous, and internally inconsistent standards and

procedures that will confuse even the most sophisticated registrants, make it difficult for election

officials to implement, and contribute to already long lines at polling places.

162. Indeed, SB 3 will be incomprehensible to a large percentage of the population, as

it requires prospective voters to navigate complicated forms and processes as a prerequisite to

exercise their fundamental right to vote.

163. When the Voter Registration Form B is subjected to an analysis using standard

readability tests, it is plain that the form is too difficult for the average citizen to easily

understand, as it is written at a doctoral program reading level. Moreover, the form will be used

on Election Day when registrants will be rushed to complete it at the polling place.

164. The Verifiable Action of Domicile Form suffers from the same problem. This

document is written at a reading level of a college graduate, plus one year ofgraduate school, yet

it is meant to serve as a guide for registrants who must submit documentation after Election Day.
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165. The forms are also unnecessarily lengthy (which interferes with cognitive

processing), use text with unfamiliar language, and fail to lay out instructions in a clear manner.

166. Studies have shown that plain language and thoughtful presentation are critical for

voter understanding, and SB 3 violates most of these best practices. Simply put, many registrants

will not understand these forms, which will decrease the likelihood that they will vote and

increase the likelihood that they will mistakenly run afoul of SB 3's penalties.

167. Further, the language that spells out the criminal and civil penalties and extent of

the investigations that many registrants will be subjected to as a result of SB 3 is not located on

the forms that they will actually receive while registering; instead, it will be buried in the

statutory text of RSA 654:12. Thus, SB 3 fails to provide sufficient notice of its penalties.

168. The confusing nature of registration under SB 3 will undoubtedly contribute to the

already long polling place lines that have been growing in New Hampshire for the last decade as

the General Court has continued to add unnecessary complexity to the process. Many registrants

will arrive with insufficient paperwork, and it will take longer for every individual to read the

forms, ask questions, register, and vote, causing the lines to move slowly and grow throughout

the day. Many voters-those who seek to register the same day and those who are already

registered-willbe unable to stand in line for hours and will leave or not even try.

169. The confusing procedural requirements under SB 3 will also prevent election

officials from efficiently registering voters and maintaining the voter checklists. It is unclear how

many of the provisions in the bill should be administered, and, moreover, the additional

procedures will require more resources. Yet, the bill provides no additional funding for educating

voters, training election officials and volunteers, compiling submitted domicile documentation

after elections, performing investigations and home visits, or fixing effors that are sure to follow.
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SB 3 Imposes Disparate Burdens on Particular Groups of New Hampshire Voters and
Targets Young Voters In Particular

I70. At its core, SB 3 imposes disparate burdens on those who seek to lawfully register

close to or on Election Day, as those registrants will face incomprehensible forms, penalties,

ongoing investigations, and unreasonably long polling place lines.

l7l. The individuals who are most likely to register close to an election and use same

day registration include young people, low-income people, minorities, and those who recently

moved or move frequently, all of whom are likely to find SB 3's documentary requirements

particularly difficult to meet. They also are less likely to have stable housing, access to reliable

transportation, utilities in their name, or meet other conditions that constitute a verifiable act.

They are less likely to have access to resources that make taking the time to comply with the new

requirements of SB 3 possible. Many are also less informed about the voting process and likely

to have less education, making compliance more difficult.

172. Where more than 88,000 people in the 2016 General Election registered in the

final month before and on Election Day, this is a sizable group that will be disproportionately

detrimentally affected by SB 3.

I73. Among those groups, young people-who overwhelmingly vote Democratic-use

same day registration the most. SB 3 will therefore burden these registrants more so than others,

and, upon information and belief, SB 3 was passed with the specific pu{pose of suppressing the

young vote for political gain and not in furtherance of any legitimate purpose.

I74. Indeed, SB 3 is the latest addition to New Hampshire's 2O-year history in which

Republicans have set out to enact legislation that limits access to the franchise by same day

registration voters (and specifically young voters) by tinkering with the meaning of "domicile"

and imposing burdensome documentation requirements. As with SB 3, these past actions have
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not been based on any actual incidents ofvoter fraud, but rather a desire to narrow the electorate

in favor of the Republican base by making it harder for these constituencies to vote.

I75. Coming into the 1990s, New Hampshire had consistently been a Republican-

controlled state, with a unified Republican government in both the General Court and the

Governor's office. But after the General Court enacted same day registration in 1994, voter

participation in New Hampshire increased, and the political makeup of the state shifted such that

Democrats took control of the Governor's office from 1996 to 2002.

176. When the Republican Party reclaimed the Governor's office in2002 and retained

control of both chambers of the General Court, House Blll627 (2003) (*HB 627") was enacted,

which, for the first time since the election laws were codified in 1979, modified the definition of

domicile, heightened the documentary and procedural requirements to prove domicile, and

increased the penalties for voter fraud.

177. Though supporters of HB 627 cited unfounded voter fraud to justify the bill, the

legislative history shows that it was actually aimed at limiting access to the polls by young

people and those citizens who were most likely to use same day registration.

178. For instance, former Republican Representative Donald Stritch testified-without

proof-that same day registration "increases probability of voter fraud." He submitted a letter

discussing the "concems of many citizens residing in a college town," written by a constituent

who complained, "The current system makes it too easy to commit voter fraud and also means

that a bunch of college students or others could, as a lark, go to the polls in a small town and

nullify the wishes of the permanent residents with no worry on their part that they would suffer

any ill effects."

179. HB 627 was strongly opposed based, in particular, on concerns about the impact it
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would have on young voters. In an op-ed that was submitted to the Senate Internal Affairs

Committee, a law professor wrote that "[t]here is simply no evidence that same day registration

creates a serious problem of fraud in elections," and he believed that the real reason for the

legislation was "[t]he fear that new voters will weaken the power of those in control." Legislators

in opposition dubbed the bill the ooVoter Intimidation Act of 2003."

180. Republicans held onto unified control for just two more years. In 2004, New

Hampshire elected a Democratic Governor, and from 2006 to 2010, New Hampshire had a

unified Democratic government. During this period, when diverse, young voters were impacting

state and federal elections more than ever before, the General Court revisited the domicile issue

with House Bill 614 (2009) ("HB 614), which added to the definition of 'odomicile" the explicit

provision making it clear that: "A student of any institution of learning may lawfully claim

domicile for voting purposes in the New Hampshire town or city in which he or she lives while

attending such institution of learning if such student's claim of domicile otherwise meets the

requirements of RSA 654:l(I)." RSA 654:1, I-a (2009). The sponsor of HB 614, then

Representative David Pierce, explained that the bill "clarifies that students can claim domicile

tbr voting purposes," and he referenced Newburger v. Peterson, 344 F. Supp. 559 (D.N.H.

I9l2), in which the U.S. District Court for the District of New Hampshire struck down as a

violation of the U.S. Constitution a law that effectively disqualified from voting a Dartmouth

College student who intended to return to his o'home state" after graduation.

181. Republicans strongly opposed HB 614 specifically because it protected the rights

of students to vote. Testimony against the bill included complaints that "students are adversely

affecting local elections," that candidates were losing local elections "because a bunch of college

students voted a Democratic straight ticket," and wholly unsubstantiated claims that students and
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o'out-of-state activists" were being bused in to vote. Overwhelmingly, the concems were not that

college students were not qualified under the New Hampshire Constitution to vote, but rather

that the viewpoint of students did not mesh with the non-college residents of the communities in

which the students lived and sought to participate in the franchise.

182. For example, one woman asked, "Do we honestly believe that the majority of

these students really care about who runs our government?" A legislator opposed similarly

complained, "[t]he minority is concerned that we are heading down a path, with our registration

process, that will lead to disaster for certain communities and possibly entire counties. . . . It is

not a stretch of ones [sic] imagination to envision that in a college town students could take over

the governments and budgets of those towns, if they were so motivated."

183. Though Democrats would continue to hold the Governor's office for the next

eleven years, Republicans took back control of the General Court in 2010, and they once again

sought to limit the youth vote by passing Senate Bill 3lS (2012) ("SB 318"), which, among other

things, merged the concept of "domicile" with the concept of "resident" by requiring registrants

to acknowledge on the voter registration form that they are bound by New Hampshire residency

requirements to register a vehicle and apply for a New Hampshire driver's license. In support of

the bill, the former House Speaker said he did not want college students voting because "[t]hey

do what I did when I was a kid and vote for liberals."

184. To pass SB 318, the General Court overrode Governor John Lynch's veto. But SB

318 was challenged in court, where the New Hampshire Supreme Court in Guare v. New

Hampshire, 167 N.H. 658, 669 (2015), struck it down because it violated the New Hampshire

Constitution. Guare was brought by University of New Hampshire students and LWVNH. The

Court rejected the State's argument that, to be domiciled one must also be a resident and ought to
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obtain a New Hampshire driver's license and vehicle registration, finding unequivocally that,

"even though [the students] are not New Hampshire oresidents,' they are entitled to vote in New

Hampshire because they are 'domiciled' here." Id. at 665. The Court also found that the fact that

SB 318's language was "confusing and inaccurate" and "could cause an otherwise qualified

voter not to register to vote in New Hampshire" was further reason to strike it down. Id.

185. Not coincidentally, SB 3 was passed after the GOP re-claimed unified control of

the state government in the 2016 General Election, and, once again, the bill imposes burdensome

procedural requirements that are particularly difficult for young people to meet. The similarities

to Guare are striking.

SB 3 Serves No State Interests

186. There is virtually no voter fraud in New Hampshire, despite historically high

voter turnout. Even if there is a perception that voter fraud exists such that it decreases voter

confidence (a scenario that does not hold true given the lack of evidence showing as much), SB 3

will not increase voter confidence. It will instead inhibit, deter, discourage, and prevent qualified

potential voters from participating in New Hampshire elections, as demonstrated by the

overwhelming testimony against it. There is no evidence that the measures imposed by SB 3 will

actually prevent wrongful voting or in any way improve the integrity of New Hampshire

elections, and preventing so-called "opportunities" for voter fraud is not a sufficient justification

for the myriad ways that SB 3 will disenfranchise qualified New Hampshire voters. Accordingly,

SB 3 serves no state interests.

CAUSES OF ACTION

COUNT I

(Violation of Part 1, Article 11 of the New Hampshire State Constitution, by Burdening the
Fundamental Right to Vote)
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187. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference all prior paragraphs of this

Complaint and the paragraphs in the counts below as though fully set forth herein.

188. The right to vote is a fundamental right. The New Hampshire Constitution

guarantees that "[a]11 elections are to be free, and every inhabitant of the state of 18 years of age

and upwards shall have an equal right to vote in any election." N.H. Const. Pt. 1, Art. 11. The

Constitution provides that "[e]very person shall be considered an inhabitant for the purposes of

voting in the town, ward, or unincorporated place where he has his domicile." Id.

189. The court must weigh the character and magnitude of the asserted injury to the

voting rights sought to be vindicated against the precise interests put forward by the State as

justifications for the burden imposed by its rule, taking into consideration the extent to which

those interests make it necessary to burden the plaintiffls rights. Guare v. New Hampshire, 167

N.H. 658, 663 (2015). When those rights are subjected to "severe" restrictions, the regulation

must be o'narrowly drawn to advance a state interest of compelling importance." Id. When those

rights are subjected to "unreasonable" restrictions, the State must "articulate specific, rather than

abstract state interests," and must explain "why the particular restriction imposed is actually

necessary, meaning it actually addresses, the interest set forth." Id" at 667 .

190. The procedural requirements, associated penalties, and incomprehensibility of SB

3 severely and unreasonably burdens the fundamental right to vote of all New Hampshire voters.

SB 3 further particularly burdens young voters, low-income voters, minority voters, and voters

who have recently moved into or within the State. SB 3 will cause otherwise qualified voters not

to register to vote.

191. There is no governmental interest, let alone a specific or compelling governmental

interest, that justifies requiring New Hampshire voters to endure these burdens.
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192. Thus, Defendants have deprived and will continue to deprive Plaintiffs, and their

members and constituents, of rights secured to them by the New Hampshire Constitution.

COUNT II {

(Violation of Part 1, Article 1.1 of New Hampshire State Constitution, by Contradicting the
Domicile Qualification)

193. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference all prior paragraphs of this

Complaint and the paragraphs in the counts below as though fully set forth herein.

lg4. The New Hampshire Constitution enumerates certain qualifications of voters: a

voter must be 18, an "inhabitant," and must not have been convicted of certain crimes. N.H.

Const. Pt. 1, Art. 11. The New Hampshire Constitution further provides that "[e]very person

shall be considered an inhabitant for the purposes of voting in the town, ward, or unincorporated

place where he has his domicile." Id. The General Court does not have the authority to enact

statutes that contradict the voter qualifications set forth in the New Hampshire Constitution.

Op'n of the Justices ("Voting Age l'),157 N.H. 265,27011 (2008).

195. By requiring a qualified potential voter to undertake one or more "verifiable acts"

carrying out their intent to be domiciled and to document such acts to satisfy the domicile

qualification, SB 3 contradicts the domicile qualification set forth in the New Hampshire

Constitution. The General Court therefore lacked the authority to enact SB 3.

196. Thus, Defendants have deprived and will continue to deprive Plaintiffs, and their

members and constituents, of rights secured to them by the New Hampshire Constitution.

COUNT III

(Violation of Part 1, Articles l,2,l0rll,12, and L4 of the New Hampshire Constitution, by
Denying Equal Protection Under the Law)

Ig7. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference all prior paragraphs of this

Complaint and the paragraphs in the counts below as though fully set forth herern.
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198. The equal protection provisions of the New Hampshire Constitution in Part 1,

Articles I,2, 10, ll, 12, and 14 guarantee equal protection under the law. The equal protection

provisions of the State. Constitution are designed to ensure that State law treats groups of

similarly situated citizens in the same manner. McGraw v. Exeter Region Co-op. Sch. Dist.,l45

N.H. 709, 711 (2001).

lgg. SB 3 classifies and divides similarly situated New Hampshire voters into different

groups based on when and where they register to vote, what paperwork they possess, and

whether or not they are property owners, and severely and unreasonably burdens voters'

fundamental right to vote based upon such classifications.

200. Defendants have no rational basis or compelling goveñrmental interest to justiff

unduly burdening New Hampshire voters merely because they register to vote on a particular

date or at a particular place, do not satisff arbitrary and burdensome paperwork requirements, or

do not own property.

2Ol. Thus, Defendants have deprived and will continue to deprive Plaintiffs, and their

members and constituents, of rights secured to them by the New Hampshire Constitution.

COUNT IV

(Violation of Part 1, Articles l,2,l0oll,12, and 14 of the New Hampshire Constitution,
Void for Vagueness)

202. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference all prior paragraphs of this

Complaint and the paragraphs in the counts below as though fully set forth herein.

203. The due process provisions and equal protection provisions of the New

Hampshire Constitution in Part 1, Articles 1,2, 10, 11, 12, and 14 protect people from

unconstitutionally vague laws that impose penalties without providing people of ordinary

intelligence a reasonable opportunity to understand what conduct they prohibit and for
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authorizing or encouraging arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement. MacPherson v. l[leiner,

158 N.H. 6, 11 (2008).

204. The criminal and civil penalties imposed by SB 3 on qualified and domiciled

voters who "knowingly or purposely''fail to provide a document to the town or city clerk by an

arbitrary deadline after an election is unconstitutionally vague because the provision does not

provide an individual of ordinary intelligence any meaningful guidance as to what activities are

subject to the threat of civil and criminal punishment, and it encourages arbitrary and

discriminatory enforcement.

205. Thus, Defendants have deprived and will continue to deprive Plaintiffs, and their

members and constituents, of rights secured to them by the New Hampshire Constitution.

COUNT V

(Violation of the First Amendment and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution and 42 U.S.C. $ 1983, by Burdening the

Fundamental Right to Vote)

206. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference all prior paragraphs of this

Complaint and the paragraphs in the counts below as though fully set forth herein.

207. Under the First Amendment and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment, a court considering a challenge to a state election law must carefully balance the

character and magnitude of the injury to the rights that the plaintiff seeks to vindicate against the

justifications put forward by the State for the burdens imposed by the rule. See Burdíck v.

Takushi, 504 U.S. 428, 434 (1992); Anderson v. Celebrezze, 460 U.S. 780, 789 (1983).

o'However slight [the] burden may appear,. . . it must be justified by relevant and legitimate state

interests sufficiently weighty to justify the limitation." Crawford v. Marion Cnty. Election Bd.,

553 U.S. 181, 191 (2003) (Stevens, J., controlling op.) (quotation marks omitted).

208. SB 3 severely and unreasonably burdens the fundamental right to vote of all New
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Hampshire voters. SB 3 further particularly burdens young voters, low-income voters, minority

voters, and voters who have recently moved into or within the State.

209. SB 3 also classifies and divides similarly situated New Hampshire voters into

different groups, and severely and unreasonably burdens voters' fundamental right to vote based

upon such classifications.

210. There is no governmental interest, let alone a specific or compelling governmental

interest, that justifies requiring New Hampshire voters to endure these burdens.

2ll. Thus, Defendants, acting under color of state law, have and will continue to

deprive Plaintiffs, and their members and constituents, of rights secured to them by the First and

Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution and protected by 42 U.S.C. $ 1983.

COUNT VI

(Violation of the First Amendment and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution and 42 U.S.C. $ 1983' by Fencing Out

Certain Voters)

212. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference all prior paragraphs of this

Complaint and the paragraphs in the counts below as though fully set forth herein.

213. The First and Fourteenth Amendments do not permit states to arbitrarily value the

votes of one group of individuals over another group. While states are allowed to create

reasonable standards for voting, "'[f]encing out' from the franchise a sector of the population

because of the way they may vote is constitutionally impermissible." Carrington v. Rash, 380

U.S. 89, 94 (1965). "The exercise of rights so vital to the maintenance of dernocratic institutions

cannot constitutionally be obliterated because of a fear of the political views of a particular group

of bona fide residents." Id. (internal citations omitted). Similarly, the First Amendment protects

citizens against "a law that has the purpose and effect of subjecting a group of voters or their
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party to disfavored treatment by reason of their views." Vieth v. Jubelirer, 541 U.S. 267, 314

(2004) (Kennedy, J., concurring).

214. SB 3 has the purpose and effect of o'fencing out" from the general voting

population young voters and newcomers-i.e., voters who have recently moved into or within

the state-by reason of the viewpoints of these groups of voters. Young New Hampshire voters

and newcomers will be disproportionately burdened by SB 3, and, without a compelling reason

to do so, the General Court targeted the burdens imposed by SB 3 to fall more heavily upon these

groups because of the General Court's fear that these "outsiders" will infiltrate local elections

and will not remain long-term residents of the community in which they vote.

215. Thus, Defendants, acting under color of state law, have and will continue to

deprive Plaintifß, and their members and constituents, of rights secured to them by the First and

Fourteenth Amendments to the U.S. Constitution and protected by 42 U.S.C. $ 1983.

COUNT VII

(Violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United
States Constitution and 42 U.S.C. $ 1983, by Denying Equal Protection Under the Law)

216. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference all prior paragraphs of this

Complaint and the paragraphs in the counts below as though fully set forth herein.

217. All laws that distinguish between groups must at least be rationally related to a

legitimate state interest in order to survive scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause. S¿e

Nordlínger v. Hahn,505 U.S. l,ll (1992).

218. SB 3 classifies and divides similarly situated New Hampshire voters into different

groups based on when and where they register to vote, what paperwork they possess, and

whether or not they are property owners, and severely and unreasonably burdens voters'

fundamental right to vote based upon such classifications.
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219. Defendants have no rational basis to justify unduly burdening New Hampshire

voters merely because they register to vote on a particular date or at a particular place, do not

satisfy arbitrary and burdensome paperwork requirements, or do not own property.

220. Thus, Defendants, acting under color of state law, have deprived and will

continue to deprive Plaintiffs, and their members and constituents, of rights secured to them by

the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and protected by 42 U.S.C. $ 1983.

COUNT VIII

(Violation of the Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the United States Constitution and 42 U.S.C.

$ 1983, by Denying or Abridging the Right to Vote on Account of Age)

221. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference all prior paragraphs of this

Complaint and the paragraphs in the counts below as though fully set forth herein.

222. The Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution provides in relevant part:

"The right of citizens of the United States, who are eighteen years of age or older, to vote shall

not be denied or abridged by . . . any State on account of age." The goal of the amendment "was

not merely to empower voting by our youths but was affirmatively to encourage their voting,

through the elimination of unnecessary burdens and barriers, so that their vigor and idealism

could be brought within rather than rernain outside lawfully constituted institutions." Worden v.

Mercer Cnty. Bd. of Elections, 61 N.J. 325,345 (1972).

223. The Twenty-Sixth Amendment guarantees young, qualified voters a substantive

right to participate equally with other qualified voters in the electoral process. As a result, laws

that have the purpose of denying or abridging the right to vote on account of age are

unconstitutional.

224. SB 3 has the purpose and effect of abridging or denying the right to vote to New

Hampshire voters on account of their age. Young New Hampshire voters will be
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disproportionately burdened by SB 3, and the General Court targeted the burdens imposed by SB

3 to fall upon young voters as a class.

225. Thus, Defendants, acting under color of state law, have deprived and will

continue to deprive Plaintiffs, and their members and constituents, of rights secured to them by

the Twenty-Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and protected by 42U.5.C. $ 1983.

COUNT IX

(Violation of the Due Process Clause and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth
Amendment to the United States Constitution and 42 U.S.C. $ 1983, Void for Vagueness)

226. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate by reference all prior paragraphs of this

Complaint and the paragraphs in the counts below as though fully set forth herein.

227. The Due Process Clause and the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth

Amendment protect people from unconstitutionally vague laws that impose penalties without

providing people of ordinary intelligence a reasonable opportunity to understand what conduct

they prohibit and for authorizing or encouraging arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement. Hill

v. Colorado, 530 U.S. 703,732 (2000).

228. The criminal and civil penalties imposed by SB 3 on voters who purposely and/or

knowingly fail to provide a document to the town or city clerk by an arbitrary deadline after an

election is unconstitutionally vagus because the provision does not provide an individual of

ordinary intelligence any meaningful guidance as to what activities are subject to the threat of

civil and criminal punishment, and it encourages arbitrary and discriminatory enforcement.

229. Thus, Defendants, acting under color of state law, have deprived and will

continue to deprive Plaintiffs of rights secured to them by the Fourteenth Amendment to the U.S.

Constitution and protected by 42 U.S.C. $ 1983.
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PRAYER FOR RELIEF

Accordingly, Plaintifß respectfully request that this Court enter the following relief:

A. An order preliminarily enjoining Defendants, their respective agents, officers,

employees, successors, and all persons acting in concert with each or any of them from

implementing, enforcing, or giving any effect to SB 3 pending the final resolution of this case.

B. An order declaring that SB 3 violates the New Hampshire Constitution and the

First, Fourteenth, and Twenty-Sixth Amendments to the United States Constitution.

C. An order permanently enjoining Defendants, their respective agents, officers,

employees, successors, and all persons acting in concert with each or any of them from

implementing, enforcing, or giving any effect to SB 3.

D. An order awarding Plaintiffs their costs, disbursements, and reasonable attorneys'

fees incurred in bringing this action pursuant to 42 U.S.C. $ 1988(b) and 52 U.S.C. $ 10310(e),

and pursuant to the Court's inherent equitable power, Claremont Sch. Dist. v. Governor, 144

N.H. s90,595 (1999).

E. Such other or further relief as the Court deems just and proper.
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STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

In the Year of Our Lord Tluo Thousand Seuen'teen

AN ACT relative to domicile for voting purposes.

Be it Enacted by the Senate and. House of Representatiues in. General Court cotwened:

205:1 Voters; Temporary Absence or Presence. Amend RSA 654:2 to read as follows:

654:2 Temporary Absence or Presence.

L A domicile for voting purposes acquired by any person in any town shall not be

interrupted or lost by a temporary absence therefrom with the intention of returning thereto as his

orher domicile. Domicile for the purpose of voting as defined inRSA654:1, once existing, continues

to exist until another such domicile is gained. Domicile for purposes of voting is a question of fact

and intention coupled wíth a uerífíable act or acts carrying out that íntent. A voter can have

only one domicile for [+hese] uotíng purposes. No person shall be deemed to have lost a domicile by

reason of his or her presence or absence while the voter or his or her spouse is employed in the

service of the United States; nor while engaged in the navigation of the waters of the United States

or of the high seas; nor while a teacher in or student of any seminary of learning; nor while confined

in any public prison or other penal institution; nor while a patient or confined for any reason in any

nursing, convalescent home or hospital, old folks or old age home, or like institution or private

facility.

IL(ct) A person present ín New Hampshíre for temporúry purposes shall not gøin a

domícíle for uotùng purposes. A person who maíntains a uotíng d.omícile where he or she

eanne from, to whìch he or she íntends to return to os his or her voting d,ornícíle øfter a

ternporary presence in New Hampshíre, does not gaín a d.omicile ín New Hampshíre

regørd.Iess of the duration of his or her presence in New Hampshírø

(b) A person who høs been present and resíd.ing in one town or ward. ín New

Hampshíre for 30 or fewer d,ays is presutned to be present for temporary purposes unless

that person has the intention of møking the place in whích the person resídes his or her

one place, more than any other, from whích he or she engages ín the d.omestic, sociøL, and

cíuíl actíuítíes of partícípatíng in detnocratíc self-gouernment ínclud.íng votìng, and. has

acted to carry out that íntent.

(c) For the purposes of thís chapter, temporary purposes shall ínclude, but øre

not límited. to, beíng present in New Hampshíre for 30 or fewer days for the purposes of

tourísm, uísítíng family or fríends, performíng short-term work, or uolunteeríng or

workíng to influence voters in an upcomíng electíon,
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(d) For the purposes of voter registratíon under RSA 654:7, IV(c), an appl,ícant

shall d.emonstrate an intent to ¡nake a place hís or her domicíle by prouíd'íng

documentatíon showíng that the applícant has a domícíle at the ødd.ress provided' on the

uoter regístration fonn. Such documentation may include, but is not limíted to:

(1) Euidence of residency, os set forth in RSA 654:1, I-a, at øn instítutíon of

learnÍng ín that place;

(2) Euidence of rentíng or leasíng an abode at that place for a period of

more than 30 days, to ínclude tíme directly prior to an election day;

(3) Euidence of purchasing an abode at that place;

(4) A New Hannpshíre resid.ent motor vehicle registration, d.river's license,

or íd,entification card issued under RSA 260:21, RSA 260:21-e, or RSA 260:2L-b lístíng that

place as hís or her residenee;

(5) Evíd,ence of enrolling the person's dependent mínor chíld, ín a publícly

funded. eletnentary or secondary school whích serves the toutn or ward of that place, using

the ødd.ress where the registrant resides;

(6) Identifyìng that place øs the person's physical resíd.ence ødd,ress on

state or fed,eral tax forms, other gouernment-íssued identíficatíon, or other gouernment

forms that show the d,omícile add.ress;

(7) Euídence of provídíng the add.ress of that place to the Uníted. States Post

Office as the person's permanent address, prouided, ¡t ¡s not a postal seruíce or cotntnereíal

post offíce bor;

(8) Eaid,ence of obtaíning publíc utility services for an índ.efínite períod at

that place; or
(9) Euidence of arrøngíng for a hotneless shelter or símílar servíce prouider

located ín the town or ward to receiae Uníted States mail on behalf of the índividual usíng

that facílíty's add,ress as the índíuidualb d.omícìle add.ress for ootíng purposes.

(e) An a,pptícant whose domicíle ís at øn abode rented., Ieøsed, or owned. by

another and, whose noûte is not lìsted on the rental agreement, Ieøse, or deed may províde

a written statetnent from a person who ís listed on the rental agreement, lease, or d.eed' or

other reasonable proof of ownershíp or control of the property or hís or her agent who

nT.onages the property that the applícant resídes at that ad.d.ress, sígned by the ou)ner or

naønager of the property under penalty of uoting fraud íf false ínforrnatíon is provided.

ilL. An índ.ividual applyíng for regístratíon øs a voter 30 or fewer d,ays before an

electíon shu.ll use the electíon day regístration form requíred by RSA 654:7, IV(c) whích

shall require the applícant to províde the date he or she establíshed his or her voting

domicíle in New Hampshíre. The regùstrøtion form shall require the voter to ídenüfy and

prouide euídence of a uerífíable action he or she has taken carrying out his or her íntent to
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¡nake the pløce claimed on the voter regístration form hís or her domicile.

IV. A person may regíster on electíon d.ay through use of øn øcknowledgment of

domícile evid.enee obligøtion on the regístration fonn and. vote ìf he or she d.oes not haue

any document ín his or her possession at the polls províding euidence of an action

carrying out hís or her íntent to møke the ad.dress claimed. as his or her votíng domícile. A

person relyíng on an acknowledgment of domicile euíd,ence oblígatíon to regíster must

mail or present evidence of an øctíon taken before regístering to uote to carry out hís or

her íntent to tnahe the add.ress claimed hìs or her domícíIe to the town or cíty clerk uíthin

10 d.øys followíng the electíon, or within 30 days in towns where the clerk's offíce ís open

fewer than 20 hours weekly.

V, The supervísors of the checklíst, øs aoon as practicøl following an electíon, shall

determíne which regístrants of that election acknowled,ged. there u)os no euidence of intent

to be domícíIed. at their address or relíed. solely on a/t. acknowledgment of domícile

evídence obligation to register and uote, and, of those regístrants, those who failed, to maíl

or present euíd.ence of havíng taken sotne a,ctíon to carry out theír íntent to estqblish

domícile at the ød.dress lísted on theír uoter registratíon applicatíons to the clerk by the

deq,d,Iíne. The superuísors shall attempt to uerífy that each such person u)as domícíIed. at

the address claímed on electíon day by ûr'eo,ns íncludíng, but not límíted to:

(q) Examíníng publíc records held. by the town or cúty clerk, munícípøI

assessíng and planning offices, tax collector, or other munícìpøl office that may house

public record.s contaíníng domícile confírmation; or

(b) Requestíng 2 or more munícipal offícers or theír agents or state electíon

offícers or theír agents to uísit the ød.dress and. uerify that the índivíduøl was d.omíciled'

there on electíon day. In uníncorporated. pløces that haue not organized. for the purposes

of conductíng elections, county offícers may be asked to perform this function; or

(c) Referríng the registrant's informatíon to the secretary of state, who shall

cause such further ínvestígqtion as ís wønanted'.

VI. Any case where supervisors are unable to verify the applicant's domícìle or

uthere evid.ence exústs of uotíng frøud. shall be promptly reported. to the secretary of state

and to the attorney general, who shall cøuse such further investígatíon as ís warranted^

After receiuing confírmatíon from the secretary of state that an índìuídual ís not

domícíled at the ad,dress províded, the superuísors shall olso ínítiøte removal of the person

from the checklist by sending the person the notíce required by RSA 654:44.

205:2 Voter Registration Form. Amend RSA 654:7, III-N to read as follows:

IIL If an applicant is unable to provide the proof of qualifications as required in RSA

654:12, he or she may register by completing the necessary affidavits, pursuant to RSA 654:12, and

completing the form in subparagraph IV(b), unless the person is registering wíthin 30 døys before
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anelectionoratthepolIingplaceont@electionday.Ifanapplicantis
registeringatthepolIingplaceon[@electiond'ayandisunabletoprovide
the proof of qualifications as required in RSA 654:12, he or she may register by completing the form

in subparagraph IV(c) under oath, which oath may be witnessed by an election official or any other

person, working in conjunction with the supervisors of the checklist, who is authorized by law to

administer oaths, including, but not limited to, any justice of the peace or notary public; should the

applicant not otherwise have proof of identity and therefore be relying upon the form for proof of

identity, the act of swearing to the form shall constitute sufficient proof of identity for the purposes

of any peison administering the oath, notwithstanding any language to the contrary in any laws

relating to the administering of oaths for other purposes.

IV.(a) Standard registration application forms shall be used throughout the state. The

registration forms shall be no larger than 8 1/2 inches by 11 inches.

@) The secretary of state shall prescribe the form of the voter registration form to be

used for voter registrations, transfers, or updates other than those used withín 30 d'øys of an

electíonoratthepollingplaceont@electiondoy,whichshaIIbein
substantially the following form:

- 
NEW REGISTRATION I am not registered to vote in New Hampshire

_ TRANSFER I am registered to vote in New Hampshire and have moved my voting domicile

to a new town or ward in New Hampshire

_ NAME CHANGE/ADDRESS UPDATE I am registered to vote in this town/ward and have

changed my name/address

Date

VOTER REGISTRATION FORM

(Please print or type)

1. Name

Last (suffix) First FuIl Middle Name

2. Domicile Address

Street Ward Number

Town or City

3. Mailing Address if different than in 2

Zip Code

Street

Town or City Zip Code

4. Place and Date of Birth

Town or City

Date-
State
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5. Are you a citizen of the United States? Yes 

- 

No 

-If a naturalized citizen, give name of court where and date when naturalized

6. Place last registered to vote

Street Ward Number

I am not currently registered. to uote elsewhere (inítíal here ), or I request that my

no,me be remoued, as o regístered uoter ín (fill ìn your

ad.d.ress where preuiously reg¡stered, street, cíty/town, state, and zíp cod'e)

7. Name under which previously registered, if different from above
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8. Party Affiliation (if any)

9. Driver's License Number State

If you do not have a valid driver's license, provide the last four digits of your social security

number

My name is I am today registering to vote in the city/town of

New Hampshire. If a city, ward number

I understand that to vote in this ward/town, I must be at least 18 years of age, I must be a

United States citizen, and I must be domiciled in ihis ward/town.

I understand that a person can claim only one state and one city/town as his or her domicile at a

time. A domicile is that place, to which upon temporary absence, a person has the intention of

returning. By registering or voting today, I am acknowledging that I am not domiciled or voting in

any other state or any other city/town.

In declaring New Hampshire as my domicile,I rcaIize that I am not qualified to vote in the state

or f'ederal elections in another state.

If I have any questions as to whether I am entitled to vote in this city/town, I am aware that a

supervisor ofthe checklist is available to address my questions or concerns.

I acknowledge that I have read and understand the above qualifications for voting and do

hereby swear, under the penalties for voting fraud set forth below, that I am qualified to vote in the

above-stated city/town, and, if registering on election day, that I have not voted and will not vote at

any other polling place this election.

Date Signature of APPlicant

In accordance with RSA 659:34, the penalty for knowingly or þr*rpese**llyl purposely

providing false information when registering to vote or voting is a class A misdemeanor with a

maximum sentence of imprisonment not to exceed one year and a fine not to exceed $2,000.

Fraudulently registering to vote or voting is subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $5,000.

(c) The secretary of state shall prescribe the form of the voter registration form to be
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used only for voter registrations, transfers, or updates startíng 30 days before each electíon ønd

atthepoIlingplaceon[@electiondoy,whichshallbeinsubstantiallythe
following form:

- 
NEW REGISTRATION I am not registered to vote in New Hampshire

_ TRANSFER I am registered to vote in New Hampshire and have moved my voting domicile to a

new town or ward in New Hampshire

NAME CHANGE/ADDRESS UPDATE I am registered to vote in this town/ward and have

changed my name/address

Date regístratíon form ís submítted

Date øpplícønt moued to the ad.d.ress lísted below as the voter's d'omícíIe

VOTER REGISTRATION FORM

FOR USE STARTING 30 DAYS BEFORE AN ELECTION AND AT THE POLLING PI,ACE ON

ITHE D^TE OF THE STATE ELECTION DAv

@lease print or type)

1. Name

Last (suffix) First Full Middle Name

2. Domicile Address

Street Ward Number

Town or City

3. Mailing Address if different than in 2

Zip Code

Street

Town or City Zip Code

4. Place and Date of Birth

Town or City State

Date-
5. Are you a citizen of the United States? Yes 

- 

No 

-If a naturalized citizen, give name of court where and date when naturalized

6. Place last registered to vote

Street Ward Number

I am not cumently regístered to vote elsewhere (ínítíal here or I request that my

nøfite be rernoved as a reg¡stered uoter in

ød.d.ress where preuiously regístered, street, city/town, state, and' zíp cod.e)

7. Name under which previously registered, if different from above

(fill ín your
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8. Party Affiliation (if any)

9. Driver's License Number 

-State

If you do not have a valid drivey's license, provide the last four digits of your social security

number

My name is I am today registering to vote in the city/town of

New Hampshire. If a city, ward number

I understand that to vote in this ward/town, I must be at least 18 years of age, I must be a

United States citizen, and I must be domiciled in this ward/town.

I understand that a person can claim only one state and one city/town as his or her domicile at

a time. A domicile is that place, to which upon temporary absence, a person has the intention of

returning. By registering or voting today, I am acknowledging that I am not domiciled or voting in

any other state or any other city/town.

In declaring New Hampshire as my domicile, I realize that I am not qualified to vote in the state

or federal elections in another state.

If I have any questions as to whether I am entitled to vote in this city/town, I am aware that a

supervisor ofthe checklist is available to address my questions or concerns.

I understønd that to make the øddress I haue entered, above my domicile for votíng I
must have øn íntent to rnake this the one place from whích I participate ín d,emocratíc

self-gouernment qnd, must haue aeted. to carry out that íntent.

I understand that íf I høve docu¡nentøry euid.ence of my intent to be domícíled. at thís

ad.d.ress when regísteríng to uote, I must either present it at the time of registration or I
must place my inítials next to the followíng parøgraph and maíl a copy or present the

docutnent qt the town or cíty clerk's oîfíce utithin 10 days following the electíon (30 døys ín

towns where the clerh's offíce ís open feuser than 20 hours weekly),

By placíng my initíals next to this paragraph, I øtn øcknowledgíng thøt I haue

not presented euídence of actions camying out my üntent to be domícíIed at thís ad.d.ress,

that I understand that I rnust mail or personølly present to the clerk's ofîice evídence of

actíons carrying out rny intent wíthín 10 days following the election (or 30 days in tou¡ns

where the clerk's offíce ís open fewer than 20 hours weekly), ønd that I haue receiued the

d,ocument produced by the secretary of state that describes the ítems that may be used as

evídence of a oerífíøble øction that estøblishes domícíle.

Failíng to report ønd prouíde euídence of a uerífíable actíon wíIl prompt offícial maíl

to be sent to your d.omicíle ad.dress by the secretary of state to uerify the ualídìty of your

claim to a uotíng domícíle at thís ad.dress,

I understand that íf I do not hqve any documentary euídence of my intent to be

domíciled at thís ad.d,ress, I must place my inítíals next to th,e following pøragraph:

By placíng my ínitials next to this paragraph, I atn acknowledgíng that I am
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aware of no documentøry euídence of actíons carrying out my Íntent to be d.omicíIed at

this address, thøt I wiII not be mailing or d.elíueríng evid.ence to the clerk's office, and that

I understand thot officíals utìll be send.íng maíl to the address on thís form or taking other

actions to verify my domìcíle at this address.

I acknowledge that I have read and understand the above qualifications for voting and do

hereby slryear, under the penalties for voting fraud set forth below, that I am qualified to vote in the

above-stated city/town, and, ifregistering on election day, that I have not voted and will not vote at

any other polling place this election.

Date Signature of Applicant

If this form is used in place of proof of identity, age, or citizenship[;-e+-domiei{e], I hereby swear

that such information is true and accurate to the best of my knowledge.

This form was executed for purposes ofproving (applicant shall circle yes or no and initial each

item):

Identitv ves/no

(initials)

Citizenship yes/no

(initials)

Age yes/no

(initials)

@

Applicant Election Official

Notary Public/Justice of the Peace/Official Authorized by RSA 659:30

In accordance with RSA 659:34, the penalty for knowingly or þr*rpeseå*þl purposely

providing false information when registering to vote or voting is a class A misdemeanor with a

maximum sentence of imprisonment not to exceed one year and a fine not to exceed $2,000.

Fraudulently registering to vote or voting is subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $5,000. In

aceordance wíth RSA 659:34-a voting ín more than one state ín the same electíon ís a class

B felony with o maximum sentence of imprisonment not to exceed. 7 years and a fíne nat to

exceed 84,000.

V. The secretary of state shall prepare and. distribute øn ad.d.endum to the uoter

regístratúon form used under subparagraph IV(c) to be d.ístríbuted to those regístrants

who register within 30 days before the election or on electíon døy and who do not prouìde

proof of domícíle or a uerífíable action to demonstrate domícìle. The "uerífiable actíon of
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d.omicíIe" document shall provide notíce of the requírements that regístronts must furnish

documentary evüdence of d.omíeile ønd shall be in substantially the followìng form:

Verifíøble Action of Dornícile

As a newly registered uoter, you høve receíued. this document because you d.íd not

prouícle proof of domícile when you registered to uote. RSA 654:2, IV requíres you to

prouíde euídence that you haue taken a uerifíable act to establísh dornícile.

The following checklist shall be used as a guíd.e for what you nxay use as euídence ønd

shall be submitted to the town or cíty clerk along with documentatùon that you are

requíred. to prouid,e. Only one item on the líst ís requíred. to d,emonstrate ø verifiable act.

To establísh that you have engaged in ø verífíøble act establíshing domícíle, prouide

evídence that you haue done at least one of the following:

_ establíshed. resideney, as set forth ín RSA 654:1, I-a, at an institutíon of learning at

the ad,dress on the uoter regístration form

_ rented or leøsed an abod,e, for a period of more than 30 days, to ínclude time

d.írectly prior to qn electìon day at the address lísted, on the voter registration form

_ purchased an abode at the ad.d,ress listed on the uoter regístration forrn

_ obtqined a New Hampshíre resid,ent motor uehícle regístration, drìuer's lícense, or

íd.entíficatíon card íssued und.er RSA 260:21, RSA 260:2|-tt, or RSA 260:21-b lístíng the

address on the uoter registration form

_ enrolled ø dependent minor chíld in a publícly funded elernentary or secondary

school whích serues the town or ward of the address where the regístrant resides, as listed

on the voter regístrøtion form
Identífíed the ad.d.ress on the uoter registration form as your physical resídence

address on:

- 
state or federal tax forms

other gouernment-ìssued forms or id,entífícatíon, Descríbe forrn of

ìdentifícation:

_ províd.ed, the add.reas on the uoter registratíon form to the Uníted States Post Offíce

os your pernaanent address, prouíded. ít ís not a postal seruice or conln'tercial post offíce

box, where maíI is delíuered. to your home. Thís can be by listíng the qddress on the voter

registratíon form as your new add,ress on a Postal Seruíce perrnanent change of address

form and prouíd.íng a copy of the receüpt, or on online emøíled' receipt

_ obtqined public utilíty seruices (electricíty, cable, ges, tt)eter, etc.) for øn indefíníte

períod. at the address on the uoter regìstratíon form. Líst seruiees obtained:

_ urrenged for a homeless sh,elter or simílar service prouíder to receíve Uníted States

¡naíl on your behalf Enter nan7.e of the shelter or prouíder:
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_ descríbe what other uerifíable actíon or actíons you have taken to make the address

lísted on your uoter regístratìon form your one votíng d.omicile:

If you haue no other proof of a uerifiable act establishíng d,omícíle, and. your domicile

ìs at an abode rented, leased, or purchased by another and your narne ís not lísted. on the

rental agreemen4 lease, or deed,, you are requíred to prouíd.e a written statement, sígned

und.er penalty of votíng frøud if følse ínforrnatíon is prouid.ed, from a person who is lísted

on such document, or other reasonable proof of ownershíp or control of the property,

attestíng that you resíd.e at that address, signed by that person or his or her agent who

nxanages the property.

Thís verifiable aetíon of d.omícíIe form, along with your written statem,ent or other

d,ocumentation prouíng a uerífìable act, shall be deliaered to the town or cíty clerk, by

maíl or in person, w¡th 10 days, or wíthín 30 days ìf the clerk's office ís open fewer than 20

hours weekly.

Nanne

Løst (suffíx) Fírst FuIl Míd.dle Nøme

Domícúle Address

Street Wctrd Number

Town or Cíty Zip Cod,e

Date Signøture of APPIícant

This docu¡nent was receíued by the clerk, who exq,míned, o,nd returned it to the

applicant after making a copy of the euid.ence of uerífiable actíon, saíd copy to be attu,ched'

to the uerifíable qction of domicile form.

Date Sígnature of Clerk

The clerk shall forward. the completed. form and attq.chment or attachments to the

supervisors of the checklist os aoon as possible, but not lqter than theír next meetíng. The

supervísors of the chechlist shall attach the fonn and attaehments to the uoter

regístratíon form.
205:3 Election Day Registration. Amend RSA 654:7'a, I to read as follows:

I. The provisions of this section and those of RSA 654:7-b shall be used as an additional

procedure for voter registration. For the purposes of this section and RSA 654:7-b, the term

"election day" shall refer to state primary and to state general elections, to all town, city, school

district, and village district elections, and to aII official ballot meetings where persons may vote by

absentee ballot. A person who registers to vote on election day according to the provisions of this
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section shall also be required to complete the voter registration form provided for in RSA 654:7,

IV(c). The provisions of this section and those of RSA 6547-b shall apply notwithstanding any

provision of RSA 654to the contrary.

205l.4 Effect of Registration on Election Day. Amend RSA 654:7-b to read as follows:

6547-b Effect of Registration on Election Day. Any person who registers to vote on election day

according to the provisions of RSA 654:7-a shall be registered to vote at all subsequent town, cit¡
school d,ístríct, víllage dístríct, state, and federal elections unless the person's narne ís

retnoued from the chechlist in accord.ance wÍth the prouísíons of this chapter.

205:5 Determining Qualifications of Applicant. Amend RSA 654:12, I(a)-(c) to read as follows:

(a) CITIZENSHIP. The supervisors of the checklist, or the town or city clerk, shall

accept from the applicant any one of the following as proof of citizenship: the applicant's birth

certificate, passport, naturalization papers ifthe applicant is a naturalized citizen, a qualified voter

affidavit,aSwornstatementonthetge4e+€@]voterregistrationfotmusedstartíng30
days before qn electíon and on electíon d,øy, or any other reasonable documentation which

indicates the applicant is a United States citizen. The qualified voter affidavit shall be in the

following form, and shall be retained in accordance with RSA 33-A:3-a:

Date

QUALIFIED VOTER AFFIDA\TT (Identity, Citizenship, Age)

Name:

Name at birth if different:

Place of birth:

Date of birth:

Date and Place of Naturalization:

Domicile Address:

Mailing Address (if different):

Telephone number (requested but optional)

Email address (requested but optional)

I hereby swear and affirm, under the penalties for voting fraud set forth below, that I am not in

possession of some or all of the documents necessary to prove my identity, citizenship, and age and

that I am the identical person whom I represent myself to be, that I am a duly qualified voter of this

town (or ward), that I am a United States citizen, that I am at least 18 years of age as of this date or

will be at the next election, and that to the best of my knowledge and belief the information above is

true and correct.

(Signature of applicant)

In accordance with RSA 659:34, the penalty for knowingly or þr*rpese$*þ] purposely

providing false information when registering to vote or voting is a class A misdemeanor with a
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maximum sentence of imprisonment not to exceed one year and a fine not to exceed $2,000.

Fraudulently registering to vote or voting is subject to a civil penalty not to exceed $5,000.

On the date shown above, before me, þrint name of notary public, justice

ofthe peace, election officer), appeared (print name of person whose signature

is being notarized), (known to me or satisfactorily proven (circle one)) to be the person whose name

appears above, and he or she subscribed his or her name to the foregoing affidavit and swore that

the facts contained in this affidavit are true to the best of his or her knowledge and belief.

This affidavit was executed for purposes of proving (check all that apply):

[ ] Identity

[ ] Citizenship

[]Aee

Notary Public/Justice of the Peace/Official Authorized by RSA 659:30

&) AGE. Any reasonable documentation indicating the applicant will be 18 years of age

or older at the next election, or, if the applicant does not have reasonable documentation in his or

her possession at the place and time of voter registration, a qualified voter affidavit, which shall be

retained in accordance with RSA 33-A:3-a, or a sworn statement on the þe+e+al-eleeêie+4ay] voter

registration fotm used startíng 30 days before an electíon and. on electíon day.

(c) DOMICILE.

(1) Regísteríng more than 30 d.ays ín aduance of an electüon,

(A) A person who possesses one of the followíng quolifíed d.ocuments

ídentífying the applícant's name and the ødd,ress claímed as d.omicìle must present that

document when applyíng for regístrat¡on príor to electíon d.ay: (í) New Hampshire

d,ríver's lícense or ídentífícatíon card íssued und,er RSA 260:21, RSA 260:21-a, or RSA

260:21-b; (íí) New Harnpshíre resídent uehìcle registrøtion; (ííí) a pícture identifícatíon

issued by the Uníted States gouernfttent that contains a current add,ress; (iu) gouernment

íssued check, benefit støtement, or tax document, A person who possesses such a
d.ocument, but faíled to bríng ít wíth the person when seeking to regíster to uote shall be

required to return when he or she con preaent one of these d.ocurnents or to bring the

document and. regíster on electíon day.

(B) A person who attests under penalty of uoter frøud. that he or she d,oes

not possess øny of the qualífíed. d.ocuments listed. in subparagraph (A) møy present any

reasonable documentation [whieÞìruliea+es] of høving establíshed. ø physicøI presence at the

plaee claímed as d.omícile, hauíng øn intent to tnq.ke that place hís or her domícile, and.

hauing tahen a uerífíable act to cørry out that intent, The documentøti,on must establísh

that ít ís more likely than not that the applicant has a domicile and intends to maintain lal that

domicile, as defined in this chapter, øt least untíl election day in the townþ-eit¡J or ward in
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which he or she desires to vote[-e+-l . Req,sonable documentation nray include, but is not

limited. to euidence of:

(Ð Residency, as set forth in RSA 654:1, I-a, at an instítutíon of

learníng at that pløce;

(ii) Renting or leasíng an abode at that pløce for ø period of more

than 30 days, to ínclude tíme directly príor to an electíon d'ay;

(ííí) Purchasíng an abode at that plaee;

(ív) Enrollíng the applícønt's d,epend.ent mìnor chíld ín a publìcly

funded. elementary or secondary school whúch serues the tou¡n or ward. of that place, using

the add.ress where the regístrønt resíd'es;

(u) Lísting that pløce as the person's physícal resídence add'ress on

state or fed,eral tax forrns, other goaerntnent ídentíficatíon showing the address, or other

gouernnaent forms showíng the address;

(uí) Prouidíng the address of that place to the United States Post

Office as the person's perunanent øddress, prouíded, it ís not ø postal seruíce or cotntnerciøl

post olfíce box;

(uií) Obtaíníng public utíIíty seruices for an indefíníte períod. at that

place; or
(uíìí) Arrangíng for a homeless shelter or similar seruíce províder

located in the town or ward to receíue United Støtes maíl on behalf of the índivíd'ual.

An applícønt whose domicíIe ís øt an abod.e of another u.nd txhose name is not listed on the

document offered as proof of domícíle may províd.e o. wrítten statement from a person who

ís listed as ou)ner, property rnanager, or tenant on the document that the applicant resídes

at that add,ress, sígned by that person under penalty of voting fraud íf false ínformatüon is

prouid.ed,.

(2) Registeríng wíthin 30 days before an election and on electíon day.

(A) When registeríng withín 30 days before øn electíon or on electíon day

as províded ùn RSA 654:7-ø, if the applicant does not have ín his or her possession at the

polls one of the qualified documents lísted in subparøgraph (1) or other reasonable

documentatíon whích establíshes that ít ís more líkely than not that the applìcant has a

domieíIe at the address claímed ín the town or ward ín which he or she d.esíres to vote ltf
ime

@io*1,heorshemayexecuteaswornstatementonthe[ge*eral-eleetien-day]voter
registration form[;-e*-a+-atrida+it] used. starting 30 days before an electíon ønd on electíon

day and. initial the øcknowledgment of domicile euíd.ence oblígatíon. If the applicant

identífíes on h.is or her applícatíon actíon taken to establish his or her domícíIe, which he

or she has d.ocumentøtion of, he or she must agree to mq,íl a copy of or present the
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document ín person to the cíty or town clerk wíthin 70 days, or where the town clerk's

office ís open fewer than 20 hours weekly, within 30 d,ays. Copíes of documents províd'ed in

compliance with thís subparagraph are exempt from the public dísclosure requíred by

RSA g1-A. The elerk shall document receipt of a copy or completíon of verifícatíon of a

d.ocument presented ín person and forward uerífícatíon to the superuisors of the checklíst.

An applícant whose voter registratíon is approved. based on an acknowled.gment of a

d.omícíle euídence obligatíon who knowingly or purposely faíIs to provide a document to

the cíty or town clerk as requíred by thís paragraph sha,ll be subiect to the penaltíes of

wrongful voting as establíshed in RSA 659:34. The superuìsors of the checklíst shall

ínítíate rernoving the natne from the checklíst of any such person who faíIs to prouíde

proof of domicíle by the d,eadline by sending the person the notíce requíred by RSA 654:44.

(B) A person regísteríng wíthín 30 d.ays before an electíon or on electíon

d,ay who d,oes not possess reasonable documentatíon of establíshíng d'omícile and' has

taken no uerífíøble actíon to carry out hìs or her íntent to estq.blísh domícile at the

address claí¡ned on the voter registratìon applícatíon may nonetheless regíster'to uote by

ínitiøtíng the paragrøph on the regístrøtion form øcknowledgíng that domícíle møy be

uerífíed. The superuisors of the checklist shall, as soon as pract¡cal followíng øn electíon

at whích the person ínítíals such paragraph to regíster and uote, attempt to uerífy that the

person wqs d.omí,cíled at the address claímed. on electíon day by means ínclud'ìng, but not

limíted to:

(i) Examiníng publíc records held' by the town or cíty clerk,

munícìpal øssessìng and plønníng offices, tøx collector, or other munícìpal offíce that

may house public records contaíníng d'omícile confírmatíon; or
(íi) Requestíng 2 or rÍ,,ore munícípal officers or their agents or state

election offìcers or theìr agents to uísít the ad,dress a.nd verìfy that the ind.íuíd'ual wqs

d.omicíled there on election d,ay. In uníneorporated places that have not organízed' for the

purposes of conductíng elections, county offícers møy be ashed, to perform thís function; ot

(íìi) Referríng the registrantts ínformatìon to the secretøry of state,

who shall cause such further Ínuestigatìon as ís wamanted.

(C) Any case where superuísors are unable to uerífy the applícønt's

d.omícíte or where euúdence exísts of uotíng fraud. shall be promptly reported' to the

secretary of state and to the attorney general, who shall cause such further ínvestigatíon

øs is wananted. li++he-{e}teffing{€ffir' i

W

€urrent Ðemieile Âddress:
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Street Ward Number

êr*rrent Mailing ¡\ddress êf diffurent):

StreeÈWard Nr*rnber

Tele-hene nr*mber (requested but eptienal)

I hereby srvear and af{irm; nnder the penalties fer veting fraud set ferthbelew; that I am net

whieh r*pen temperary absenee; a persen has the intention ef retr*rning, By registering er veting

today, I am aeknewledging tÀat I anr net demieiled er veting in any ether eity/tewn; and that te the

@
In aeeerdanee with RS^ 659:34; the penalty fer knewingly er purpeeefi*llJr previdiûg false

vete er veting is sr*bieet te a eivil penalty net te exeeed $5;000,

On the date shewn abever befere me; þrint name ef netary publie; justiee

the faets eentained in this affidavit are trr*e te the best ef his er her knowledge and belief,

Netary Pr*blie/Justiee ef the Peaee/Offieial AuÈherizeèby RS^ 659:301

205:6 Qualifications of Applicants. Amend the introductory paragraph of RSA 654:12, IIft) to

read as follows:
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(b) Any one of the following is presumptive evidence of the identity of an applicant

sufficient to satisfy the identity requirement for an official authorized by RSA 659:30 to take the

oath of an applicant swearing to a qualified voter, domicile, or election day affidavit or a sworn

statement on the tgenerâl-el€€+ior"-dey] voter registration form used startíng 30 days before an

election and on electíon døy:

205:7 Qualifications of Applicants. Amend RSA 654:12, III to read as follows:

III. To prove the qualifications set forth in paragraphs I and II, an applicant for registration

as a voter must prove his or her identity to establish that the evidence used to prove age,

citizenship, and domicile relate to the applicant. A person who has in his or her immediate

possession a photo identification approved for use by paragraph II must present that identification

when applying for registration. A person who does not have an approved photo identification with

him or her may establish identity through completion of the qualified voter affidavit, which shall be

retained in accordance with RSA 33-A:3-a, or a sworn statement on the [gene+al-eleetien-day] voter

registration form used startíng 30 døys before an electíon and on electìon døy. Residents ofa

nursing home or similar facility may prove their identity through verification of identity by the

administrator of the facility or by his or her designee. For the purposes of this section, the

application of a person whose identity has been verified by an official of a nursing home or similar

facility shall be treated in the same manner as the application of a person who proved his or her

identity with a photo identification.

205:8 Determining Qualifications of Applicant. Amend RSA 654:12, V(a) to read as follows:

V.(a) The election official approving the application for registration as voter of a person who

does not present an approved form of photo identification as proof of identity when registering, shall

mark the voter registration form to indicate that no photo identification was presented and shall

inform the person that, if he or she is a first-time election day registrant in New Hampshire, he or

she will receive a letter of identity verification. The person entering the voter information into the

centralized voter registration database shall determine if the person is listed in the system as

having been previously registered in the town or ward reported by the applicant on the voter

registration form. If the person is a new registrant who has not been previously registered

anywhere in New Hampshire or if the centralized voter registration database does not confirm a

previous registration claimed on the voter registration form, the election official shall cause the

record created in the centralized voter registration database to indicate that the person is a new

applicant in New Hampshire and that no photo identification was presented. When municipalities

enter information on people who register on election day into the centralized voter registration

database, to the extent practical applicants who are registering for the first time in New Hampshire

and who also register without presenting an approved photo identification shall be entered first.

The person entering the voter information of election day residents into the centralized voter

registration database shall cause the records to indicate if the voter executed ta.-demieile--*#ièa+i+
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e+]aswornstatementonthete€*e+aMa}.1voterregistrationfotmusedstartíng30days
before an eleetion and on election day.

205:9 Determining Qualifications of Applicant. Amend RSA 654:12, V(d) to read as follows:

(d) Within 90 days of each election, the secretary of state shall cause a list of persons

executingt@SwornstatementsontheteeÊefat€Måy]voterregistration
form used startíng 30 døys before an election and on electíon day since the prior election to be

forwarded to the attorney general and the division of motor vehicles. The secretary of state shall

send a letter to each such person informing him or her of a driver's obligation to obtain a New

Hampshire driver's license within 60 days of becoming a New Hampshire resident. The letter shall

be mailed within 60 days after the election, except that if the election is a state primary election, the

letter shall be mailed 60 days after the general election, and if the election is a regularly scheduled

municipal election, the letter shall be mailed by the July 1 or January 1 next following the election.

The secretary of state shall mark the envelope with instructions to the United States Post Office not

to forward the letter and to provide address correction information.

205:10 References Deleted. Amend RSA 654:31-a to read as follows:

654:31-a Right to Know Exemption. The information contained on the checklist of a town or

city, specifically, the name, domicile address, mailing address, town or city, and party affiliation, if
any, of registered voters, except as otherwise provided by statute, is public information subject to

RSA 91-4. AII other information on the voter registration form, absentee registration affidavit,

qualified voter [a*è-demieile] affidavits, affidavit of religious exemption, and application for

absentee ballot shall be treated as confidential information and the records containing this

information shall be exempt from the public disclosure provisions of RSA 91-4, except as provided

by statutes other than RSA 91-4. Notwithstanding the foregoing, qualified voter [anè-demiei]el

affidavits are public records subject to RSA 91-A for the sole purpose of challenging an individual

registering to vote or voting, challenging ballots to be recounted, to the extent that such ballot

challenges are specifically authorized by law, or determining the accuracy of any qualified voter [e*

¿emleilel affidavit. Election officials and law enforcement personnel in furtherance of their official

duties may access and may disclose information from the voter registration form, qualified voter

tan¿-¿enieile] affidavits, affidavits of religious exemption, absentee registration affidavits, and

applications for absentee ballots, if necessary to resolve a challenge to an individual registering to

vote or voting, or if necessary to investigate or prosecute election law violations or any crime. Law

enforcement access and use of such records for the investigation or prosecution of crimes unrelated

to election law violations shall be limited to the records of the specific individuals who are the

subject ofthe investigation or prosecution.

205:11 Reference Deleted. Amend RSA 659:30 to read as follows:

659:30 Affidavit. The affidavit of a challenged voter, an asserting a challenge form, a qualified

voteraffidavit,[@oranyotheraffidavitrequiredbytheelectionstatutes
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may be sworn before any person authorized by law to administer oaths or before any election officer.

2O5:12 Reference Deleted. Amend RSA 659:34, I(a) to read as follows:

(a) When registering to vote; when obtaining an official ballot; when casting a vote by

official ballot; or when applying for a photo identification card for voting pu{poses, purposely or

knowingly makes a false material statement regarding his or her qualifications as a voter to an

election officer or submits a voter registration form, an election day registration affidavit, a

qualified voter affidavit, [a-demieile-a{fida+iü] a challenged voter affidavit, an affidavit of religious

exemption, an identification card voucher, or an absentee registration affidavit containing false

material information regarding his or her qualifications as a voter;

205:13 Wrongful Voting; Penalties for Voter Fraud. Amend RSA 659:34, I(Ð-(s) to read as

follows:

(f) Gives a false name or answer if under examination as to his or her qualifications as a

voter before the supervisors ofthe checklist or moderator; [e+]

(g) Presents falsified proof of identity, d,omicíle, or uerifiable actíon of d.omicìIe at

any election;

(h) Registers to vote on electíon d.ay using øn affídauít to satisfy proof of being

quøIífied,, represents on the affidavít that the person possesses proof that he or she does

not have in hís or her possessíon at the polling place, and. purposely and knowingly faíIs to

províd.e a copy of the document by maíl or present the document in person to the town or

cíty clerk by the deødlíne estøblíshed in RSA 654:12; or

(í) Purposely and knowingly províd.es følse informatíon ín a usrítten and, sígned,

state¡nent or other documentøtíon that another person ís domiciled at an ad.d.ress that ís

owned., Ieased' rented., or manuged by the índívíd.ual prouidíng the stettement for the

purposes of uoter regístration and that statem.ent ìs used for voter regístratíon purposes.

205:14 References Deleted. Amend RSA 659:101 to read as follows:

659:101 Preservation of Absentee Voting Materials[] ønd Election Day Affidavitsl, and

Softieile--A#i^då+i+sl. The absentee ballot affidavits and application forms processed by the

moderator as provided in RSA 659:50, the absentee ballots challenged and rejected as provided in

RSA659:51andRSA659:53,andthequalifiedvoteraffidavits[@asprovided
in RSA 654l.12 and any other documentary proof of qualifications retained by the town or city clerk,

the supervisors of the checklist, or other election official shall be preserved in accordance with RSA

33-A:3-a. Qualified voter[;] and votet registrationt;an+demieilel affidavits shall be retained for the

period set forth in RSA 33-A:3-a, and other materials may be destroyed after the election is settled

and all appeals have expired or one year after the election, whichever is longer.

'2O5 15 Verifiable Action of Domicile Documents. Amend RSA 33-A:3-a, CXLI(Ð to read as

follows:

(CI tpe*ieile--afg¿a++l Verífiøble actìon of d.omícile documenú: until voter is
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removed from checklist plus '7 yeats.

205:16 Effective Date. This act shall take effect 60 days after its passage.

Approved: Juty 10,2017
Effective Date: September 08, 2017


